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IHTRODUOTION 
This study of MlBslaslTooi crawfishes* had its origin 
in some ecoaomio problems which largely concerned only a few 
species. The work on biology and control was financed as a 
project of the Mississippi Agricultiixal Experiment Station 
and is, therefore, limited largely to the economic species. 
However, the proseciition of this work gave many opportunities 
for the collection of other species, and since the crawfish 
is one of tie animal types generally studied by high school 
and college biology classes, this paper has been prepared 
with the hope that the information may be of value to the 
teachers and students of biology in Misaiasippi and neighbor­
ing states. 
tlistoriocJ. 
The earliest published record of any taxonoraic v,ork 
on crawfishes from Missiasippi was by Charles Glrard in 1852, 
•The term "crawfish" is uaecl in t'lls paper since it is the 
common name for these animals throughout the South and in 
other rural sections of the United states. It was aarly t^iven 
approval by Thomas Say (1817, p. 167) in a acientiflc publi­
cation on Crustacea, but the Introduction of :iuxley's book 
"The Crayfish" into the United States about 1880 caused the 
English term to become the standard designation in later 
zoology texts in this country. 
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rie aad reoeived some specimens from l). 0. Lloyd, collected 
from a branch of the Mobile River in Kemper Oounty. Girard 
named this species Cambarus acutue. now synonymous with 
0. blandin^ii acutus. The next record was in Hagen* s 
"Monograph of the Astaoidae" in 1870, in which four species 
were listed from Mississippi. Two of these were later classed 
as the same, so only three species were actually known at that 
time. Faxon in 1885 in his "Revision of the Astacidae" 
reported seven snecies in Mississippi. In 1914 the same 
investigator recorded only three more, "^he catalosj of the 
United 3tate8 National J'useura now lists 13 species for Hiss-
iseippi, only 12 of which are known to be authentic. This 
paper increases the total to 23 species, of which 8 are new 
species a id subspecies. 
The earliest published report of the very serious crop 
damage caused by £. hagenianus Faxon was in 1911 by Dr. A. K. 
Fisher of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey, who 
had visited the TJortheast Prairie section of Mississippi and 
conducted some control investigations on a small scale. 
Recent collections have been made in many parts of the 
state by the writer and others. Also the collection of the 
Zoology and Kntomology Department of Mississippi 3tate College, 
largely unidentified until the inception of this study and for 
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the most paxt gathered by ProfesBor H. H. Lobdell seYeral years 
ago, has been available. CJomimrison of speolraens with types 
In the United 3tates National i^useura and in the Harvard fniseum 
of Ooraparat1ve Zoology aided greatly In the identifications. 
It Is believed that moBt of the corarion species of the state 
are Included in this study, althoiigh there are several species 
reported from adjacent ctates which have not been collected In 
Mississippi, but may possibly occur here. 
Types of all the new species and subspecies described 
In this paper are being retained for the present In the collection 
of the Zoology and Entomology Department of Mississippi Jtate 
College. However, it Is planned ultimately to deposit these 




The statement by Newcombe (1929) that crawfish 
probably are of no econonilc Importance, either positively or 
negatively, does not anply in some parts of T.Tlsfisslppl and 
other southern states. Mississippi is almost \mlque In 
possessing the only crawfish in the United states which fre­
quently causes wholesale destruction of major farm crops. 
other speoles may sometimes cause some daniage In low, poorly 
drained areas commonly classed as "crawfish land,* but Oambar^g 
hagenianus Faxon and its subspecies, which are discussed in 
detail later, often ruin entire crops of cotton and com in 
a singile nl^ht in the black prairie sella of northeast 
KiSRlssinpi. The same grjecies also extends into Alabama 
with the same soil types, but much the larger mrt of the 
heavy infestation lie^ in ?^i3siesi^.lni, comDrisinir an area of 
several hundred thousand acres, (flp% 4) Besides the des­
truction of cultivated crops, the burrow-mounds built by these 
crawfish in meadows nre nerious obstacles to raowinix naohines. 
Also, the large amount of s^ubsoll piled out of these burrows 
is believed by lone planters to cause increased erosion since 
the unweathered, gruramy clay brouf:ht up several feet from the 
bottom of the burrows is more impervious to water than the 
natural topsoil and results in increased run-off as the craw­
fish population grows. Serrate chapters are devotef3 to the 
biolof?y and control of this important species, hence no detail­
ed account of its habits and daraaiTe will be ?;civen here. 
Another tyr>e of damapre '^hich causes numerous coranlaints 
every year is the construction of burrows in d?ins and levees. 
Farmers who have built ponds for watering livestock, for 
irrlgatiom, oar foir fish production often see their efforts 
largely nullified by the hundreds of crawfish burrows irtiich 
—8-" 
permit the water to escape. This form of damage beoomea of 
special Importance along the Mlasiaslppl River where the 
breaking of a levee mir^ht result in the loss of inuoh life 
and property. A crawfish burrow in a levee, xinder the 
pressure of high water, as in figure 1, may develop into 
a "sand boil" which requires rrorapt attention to prevent 
a levee break, (fig, 2), The chief species concerned in 
this type of damage is 0. blandinfcii acutua Oirard, 
As food 
In many sections of Louiaiana crawfish are esteemed 
highly aa food and the diah "crawfish bisque" is nationally 
known among epicures. Aside from the experimental frying 
of crawfish "tails" by small boys, which is probably almost 
universal, there is no consumption of these animals for 
food in Tfississippi except in the Gulf Coast towns where 
many citizens of New Orleans reside for pnrt of the year. 
The species offered for sale in this section is the one so 
generally eaten in Louisiana, Cambarus clarkii Girard, 
Though of only minor importance for human food, craw­
fish form a considerable part of the regular diet of several 
wild animals and are also eaten by many of our valuable game 
fish, Seton fl9?!9), Howell (1931), and many others have 
reported that the raccoon is especially fond of crawfish. 
Deaxbom ^1933), In an examination of 500 raoooon feces in 
Michigan, found that crawfish constituted 58,094 of the •olune. 
The mink is also a voracious feeder on crawfish. Dearborn, 
in the work already cited, found crawfish composing 68,"^2^ 
of the summer food of the mink, and occurring to a much less 
extent in the winter diet. The same investigator found craw­
fish supplying- 3,52^ of the volume of the opossum's food. 
Bailey (1936) reports that crawfish constitute an important 
part of the food of the Olympic black bear in some localities 
in Oregon, 
Alligators were found by Kellogg 1929) to take 47,03^ 
of their food in crabs, crawfish, and shrimp. He estimated 
that crawfishes supplied about of the total food of the 
alligator* Mcllhenny (1935) states that this is chiefly 
true of specimens less than three feet in length as the 
older specimens seek larger Drey, Dlmich and Mote (1934) 
found crustaceans second only to insects in numbers in the 
food of Oregon trout, and in the stomach of the eastern 
brook trout this class provided 51,9^ of the contents. 
Two or three species of crawfish of the genus Astacus formed 
a large T^art of this important source of food, Pearse (1918, 
19?!l), Turner (19??6) and others have reported that crawfish 
form an important part of the diet of such popular game fish 
as large-mouthed black ba^ , sraall-mouthed black bass, 
crappie, bluegill, yellow perch, yellow bass, channel cat 
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Fl; ..ure 1, Cri'Wfish burrows in river levee under flood 
pressure as in this case nii[^ht cause dangerous 
"sand boils". (Photo, R. N. Lobdell). 
Flgur- . <\ " ••.n- toil" diBcovered njici ringed with bagji 
of soil to prevent a break in the levee. 
(Photo, R. N. Lobdell). 
and others. Relghard (1915) states that the crawfish is 
the chief food of the small-mouthed black bass in Douglas 
Lake, Michigan, in raidsuminer. 
Wading birds undoubtedly make crawfish a staple and 
important part of their food. A study of the yellow-crowned 
night heron in Louisiana revealed crawfish in 104 of 105 
stomachs, and constituting the entire contents in 99 
specimens fCottara, 1936). Crawfish also provide a small 
part of the food of several important ducks, according to 
McAtee (1918) who found 4 to 6 specimens in a few mallard 
stomachs and also sorae in the southern black duck. The 
same investigator ('192') also found sane specimens in the 
shoveller, while Mabbott (19 0^) reported that they were of 
only slight importance in the food of seven other species 
of shoal-water ducks, Pirnie (1935) found crawfish in the 
stomachs of the black duck, American ; olden-eye, white-
winged scoter, and hooded merganser, the last named securing 
a large part of its food from this source. 
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OEHERAL ANATOJIT AND BIOLOGY 
Anatomy 
The anatomy of the crawfish is treated in so many 
zoological texts it seems unnecessary to give details here. 
However, in order that the student endeavoring^ to identify 
specimens by the aid of this paper may have no difficulty 
in tmderstanding what parts of the body are referred to in 
the descriptions of the species, a brief discussion of the 
external anatomy is p:iven here. T'he principal parts used in 
classification are Illustrated in figure 3, 
The body of the crawfish is covered with a horny, 
calcareous shell or exoskeleton. The anterior part is known 
as the carapace and is divided by a cervical groove into the 
head and thorax. The head is pro;)ected forward into a 
rostrum which assumes different forms in the various species 
and is therefore important in classification. Although 
the carapace is not externally segmented, there are ei^cht 
pairs of appendages on the head and five pairs on the thorax, 
indicating the number of segments or metameres in this part 
of the body. The abdomen or posterior part of the body has 
six external segments and a flat terminal plate or telson. 
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3.nd ventral views of a crawfish 3))o<ving 
nart3 u'^eful in clas-ification. 
AB... .Abdomen IM.F... .Immovable finger 
AO«• • ,Ac\men L.T.SP. .Lateral thoracic S] 
All.. . .Antenna }{AX.. . . .Third inaxillipeds 
ANT. . .Ante'-nules MS.•..• .Keros 
AR«.. .Areola .Movable finger 
A, S, . .Ant ennal a cale PA .Palm 
A.V.. .Location of annulus ven-• POST... .Postcarapace 
tralis ift female P.H.... .Postorbital ridge 
B.H.. .Bearded hand ,ProcaraT)ace 
B,3P. .Branohioategian spine RO .Host rxan 
OA,, , .Carpus B.O,. . . .Sex organs or Ist 
CAR. . .Cerapvace abdominal legs 
C.G», .Cervical groove SUB. A.. .Suborbital angle 
CH.. • .Cheliped .Swimrperets 
CL.. . .Olaw, chela or hand TE .Telson 
EF... .Epistoma .Spines on proximal 
HO... .Hook on walking leg segment of telson 
I.C.G .Interrupted cervical UR.SP.. .Uropod spines 
groove W-l,2,o ,-,5".. .^Yalking legs 
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The body appendages are of great importance in the life 
of the crawfish and will be described here in some detail. 
The moat noticeable ay^pendageo are the first walking legs, 
chelipeds or claws, as they are variously known. These heavy 
clav/8 are formidable weapons of offense and defense. They are 
used for catching prey and carrying food, and also serve as a 
hod or basket for bringing mud to the surface in conf?tructing 
chimneys over the buri-ows. The terminal segment of tho clieliped 
is known as the chela, hand, or claw. In many species this 
segment is rauch longer and more slender in the wale 'han in 
the female. Posterior to the first walkinii; legs are four 
other pairs of walking legs, but without the marked development 
of the terminal segment as in the first pair. The second, 
third, and fourth pairs are important in identification 
because of the hooks which are found in various combinations 
on these legs in first form males. The external openin^-^s of 
the reproductive organs of the female and male are found in 
the basal seg-ment of the third and fifth walking l^s 
respectively. Between the bases of the fourth an5. fifth 
^valking legs of the female is located the annulus vent rails, 
or receptacle for storing the male sperm until oviposition 
occurs, "his is another structure important in classification. 
Posterior to the walkinr^ legs are the five pairs of 
abdominal legs, of vs^iich the first two pairs in the male are 
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speclallsed for copulation. The first pair lies in a groore 
laetween the bases of the last two pairs of walking- legs and 
serves to transfer the sperm from the male ducts to the annulUB 
•entrails of the female. The first abdominal legs, or gonopoda 
as they are also called, are different in form for most species 
but are very constant within the species. The second abdominal 
legs of the male have a peculiar flat blade a short distance 
from the tip. The exact function of these legs is not known 
although the author has carefully watched several copulating 
pairs in an effort to discover the urpose of the special form. 
The other abdominal arnendages, or swimmerets, are alike in 
both sexes. The eggs are attached to them in the female. 
The head appendages and the gills have been so well 
described by umer ^1936) that the following is quoted from 
his excS. lent paper: 
"The a^Dendages of the head are eight in number 
and are packed into a very small space. The third 
pair of maxillipeda is just anterior to the chelipeds. 
It consists of a short basal piece, to which are 
attached two pieces, r. slender external one and a 
heavier, longer one near the mid line. The first 
segment of the larger branch bears a row of teeth 
on its inner surface. A siniilar arrangement is 
present on the other member of this pair of appen­
dages and wlien the toothed surfaces are brought 
together they make a very efficient apparatus for 
cutting and masticating food. The terminal segments 
of this same branch function also as antennal 
cleaners. The second pair of maxillipeds is just 
anterior to the first. In form it is much like the 
third, but both branches are reduced in size and it 
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possesses no masticating surfaces. Its chief function 
is to pass forward toward the mouth the food which tie 
third pair Tnaxillipeds have partially masticated. Tie 
first pair of maxillipeds is still further reduced in 
size "but lias the "basal segment modified to form blade­
like processes which aid in mastication. Anterior to 
the maxillipeds are two pairs of small leaf-like 
appendages called maxillae. They aid to some exient 
in mastication but their function must be limited to 
mincin^: the food already masticated. The mandibles 
are best developed for the purpose of chewing. The 
basal joint and one of the branches are fused, heavily 
reinforced with chitln, and equipped with a strong 
cutting edge, A short branch with three segments is 
also a part of the appendage. The mandibles are 
worked by masses of cone-shaped muscles which are 
attached directly to the dorsal side of the carapace 
on the one hand and to the mandibles on the other. 
The remalnln!" two pairs of appendages are quite con­
spicuous as compared to those of the mouth parts. 
They are often referred to as the "feelers," and, 
indeed, feelinp is one of their chief functions. 
The appendage with the single, long, jointed fila­
ment is the antenna. It is made up of a heavy 
basal piece which bears a small pore (the opening 
of the excretory organ), on the ventral side. The 
two branches which are attached to this basal piece 
are ver^^ unlike. The external branch is in the form 
of a flat blade with one straight niargin terminat­
ing in a spine and a curved margin covered by 
bristles. This branch Is called the antennal scale. 
The internal branch is co-posed of two short, heavy 
segments, and a lonr;;, ^Jointed terminal filament. 
Aside from being a tactile or felling organ, the 
antenna also has the ability throur^h some gToxtps of 
cells near its base, to ••taste" or to "smell.* 
Chemical substances which are in solution In the 
water, especially soluble food substances, affect 
these minute organs which are in contact rtth nerve 
endings, A chemical sensation, which may be des­
cribed as the sense of either taste or smell is 
then conveyed over the nerve-ending and the nerve 
fibers to the central nervous system. The 
antennulee are located ;just anterior to the antennae. 
Each manber of the pair tes rhree segments in its 
basal portion and a bifurcated, terminal filament. 
The antennules function in part in the same way as 
the antennae but they contain in addition organs of 
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equillbrlura, called statocysts. A statocyst consists 
of a chamber, located in the basal segment, which 
is lined internally vdth short bristles. Grains of 
sand forced through the opening of the chamber by the 
animals, lie within the chamber, stimulating the 
bristles of the floor, and apparently producing in 
the animal the familiar sensation which he has when 
in a normal position. 
The gills are 'arhite, plume-like organs located 
just beneath the carapace on either side. They 
should be properly ccnsidered as external organs 
since they are outside of the body cavity and are 
extensions of the epidermal layer. They are arranged 
in two rows, extending from the second maxilliped 
backward to the last walking leg, and are attached to 
the basal segments of the legs and to the sides of 
the body srall. There is one group of r ills for each 
body segment. Each gill contains a central stem 
with numerous branching filaments which serve to 
extend the Kill surface. The hollow crnal of each 
filament is connected with the canal of the central 
stem. The blood circulates through the canals of 
the entire gill system and oxygen is taken from the 
water through the gill w^ls, ' o insure a fresh 
supply of water a t:>addle-shaped appendage attached 
to one of the maxillipeds plays back and forth in 
the anterior part of the gill chamber, causin-^ a 
current of water to flow over the chills. The max-
illipeds are almost constantly in motion, even 
when the crayfish is at rest, as are the walking 
legs to a less extent. The result is, of course, 
to keep the attached frills moving about in the 
water of the gill chamber." 
Biology 
As related elsewhere in this paper, the writer has 
learned many important details in the life of Cambarup 
hagenianus. although some points such as the time and 
place of mating have not been definitely settled. 
r 
Andrews '1907), Turner fl936), Hay (1903), and others haye 
reported their obserratlons on various other species, some 
of which oocsur in Mississippi, 
Egg^laylng occurs with most species in the spring, 
although egg-bearing?; females of hagenlanus and 
shufeldtll have been found in Mississippi only during 
October. blandln c^ll acutus and £. diogenes have been 
observed by other investigators to carry eggs and young 
at nearly all times of the year. No eg -bearing females 
of £. blandlngil acutua have been found in Mississippi 
durlnij this investigation and the only records of eggs 
In Ct diogenes have been during- the spring. This is also 
true of Taiaslsslpioiensis. No egg-bearing females of 
other species have been found in Missiasippi. The ntmiber 
of eggs varies from a very small number, probably 8 or 10 
as the raaximtim in £, shufeldtll. to more than two hundred 
in £. missisaippiensis. £. hagenlanus has usually not more 
than 25 or 30 eggs, while £. diot-cenes has a very large 
number, or about as many aa C. mississippiensls. 
The incubation period varies with different specie a 
and is probably also affected by temperature. Turner 
(19?6) reports hatching occurring during the third week 
while Hegner <'1936) states that incubation requires 5 to 
8 weeks. Turner also states «hat is reported in many 
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Eoology texts - that the young remain with the parent only 
a1x>ut a month and become sexually mature In the fall of the 
same year In which they are hatched. This Is not the case 
with the young of 5* hagenlanus which spend about 15 months 
or longer in the burrow with the mother and apparently do 
not become fully grown under 6 or 7 years. 
Food 
Crawfishes will eat a wide variety of foods, Including 
both animal and vegetable material. Most speeles inhabit­
ing streams and ponds probably feed largely on animal life 
while £. hagenlanus. a burrowing species, shows a special 
fondness for vegetation although it also feeds on earth­
worms and other animal life offered it. nhen confined 
they are cannibalistic and often eat any weak or small 
specimens in the container. 
Moulting 
Since it is covered by a hard exoskeleton, a crawfish 
can grow only by moulting. After hatching it remains 
attached to the shell until after the second moult. 
Several moults occur the first year in most species, 
although the number in haKenianus. which develops slow­
ly, is probably less than in many other species. The 
number in the same species may vary for some unexplained 
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reaeon, as the writer had some young specimens one season 
which moulted frequently and the next year had another 
group of the same age which did not moult at all for 
several months. For a day or so after moulting the cara­
pace is very soft and newly-moulted specimens are often 
eaten by their companions in captivity. The color is 
often chanf^ed somewhat during the moult of hagenianus. 
Regeneration of lost parts and changes in the form of the 
male also occur durinrj moulting. The sexually-functional 
form of the niale is known as Form I while the form in 
which the sexual appendages are not fitted for copulation 
is known as Form II. Turner (19.?B) states that these 
changes occur at certain seasons, but the writer has 
found both forme of the male in many collections made at 
various times of the year. 
Reference is made elsewhere in this paper to the 
importance of crawfish in the diet of fish, birds, and 
other animals. They also have numerous parasites both 
internal and external. Nearly all species taken in 
Ilis'^issippi are infested Y/ith worms of the genus 
Xironodrilus (Bdellodrilusl. Stafford (1933) has report­
ed the following trematodes in Iflssissirtri crawfish: 
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228£22fl the liver 
Orepido3toiaum coTnutwn In t~ill8 
Oephalogonlmtts ap. in the tall muscles, and 
Marltrema sp, in the gills. 
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OLASSiriCATIOH 
Oharaoters Ussd in Olasslflcation 
Because of irregular regeneration of lost appendages 
and modifications of the carapace in moltinp: it is rather 
difficult to classify crawfishes on the basis of structural 
characters such as are used in the identification of insects. 
There are also morphological variations between the sexes, 
between the first and seccvnd form males, and between 
ifflmature and adult specimens of both sexes. The following 
discussion of characters useful in classification and the 
illustration of parts in figure 3 may be helpful to anyone 
beginning this study. 
First Abdominal Legs of Maie. The structure of the 
first abdominal legs of the first forra males, which are 
peculiarly modified for sexual purposes, is one of the 
most constant and, therefore, most important characters 
used in classification. The second abdominal legs are 
also modified, but do not show such marked and constant 
differences among the species as the first legs. 
Annulus Ventrails. The annulus ventralis of the 
female, another sexual character, is also rather typical 
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for each species, but shows more variation in Indlvidixals 
and less among the different species than the male organs. 
Several species have annul! so much alike it is impossible 
to separate them on the basis of this character alone. 
Hooks on Male Legs. The hooks on eertain walking legs 
of the first form males are of much value in determining 
the larger divisions ox so-called subgenera. In some 
species hooks on the second form males are barely large 
enough to be counted as such. 
Rostrum. Although the rostrum often loses its typical 
shape through injuries or in moltinc^, it is sufficiently 
stable to be of much value in classification. It may be 
rounded or acute, plane or deeply hollowed out, with or 
without spines on its margins. Its sides may be convex, 
concave, parallel, or uniformly convergent toward the tip. 
Areola. The form of the areola is rather constant 
in adult specimens. It may be of moderate or excessive 
width, or so narrow as to be obliterated. It should always 
be considered in classification. 
Olaws. T/ith a large number of specimens for examination, 
the claws serve very well as a minor identifying character. 
However, regenerated claws often do not have the typical 
shape. Also in some species, even when the claws are the 
same siae and there is no evidence of regeneration, they 
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will have quite different shapes. Furthermore, several 
species have claws so wuch alike it is almost impossible 
to find any constant differences. 
Spines. The presence or absence of spines on various 
parts of the body, and the number of such s- inea when present, 
are Important aids in classification. Some species have a 
single spine on each side of the carapace ^ust back of the 
cervical groove, others have two, and some have none. 
Spines may be present or missing on each <'ide of the rostrum, 
back of the eyes Cpostorbital), and on the anterior margin of 
the carapace (branchiostegian). They occur in varying numbers, 
according to the species, on each side of the next to the 
last segment of the tel son. This number is fairly constant 
in most species, but varies in a few. Sorae species have 
long strong spines on the uropods, or lateral divisions of 
the telson, while in others they are short or insignificant. 
Anteanal scales. The foria of the antennal scale is often 
of much value in identification. However, just as with some 
other characters, the scales of several apecies are so nearly 
alike it is diffic\ilt to detect any differences. 
Suborbital Anrcl^. The anterior margin of the carapace 
may be more or less angulated just below the eye. This is 
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usually constant within the species and readily serres as 
a distinguishing character where there is a rarked difference 
in the degree of angulation. In sorae groups of related 
species the angles are practically the saitie and are of little 
or no value for identification within the group. 
Carapace Measurements. The ratio of the length of 
the posterior part of the carapace to the length of the part 
in front of the cervical groove is of considerable value in 
separating some of the members of the blandingii group. 
Comparative measurements of chelae, fingers, antennae, 
rostrum, abdomen, and other narts may be of help with some 
species. 
Eplatoma. Hagen, especially, placed much emphasis 
on the shape of the eplstoma, but the writer has found that 
there is often much variation of this structure v/lthin a 
species and does not consider it of much importance in 
the classification of the Mi8slssiT.pi species. Its shape 
is undoubtedly altered frequently by injuries or in molting. 
Bristles. In some species certain parts of the body 
are much more heavily adorned with bristles or hairs than 
in other species. Except in a few cases, however, this 
character Is not greatly used for classification. It will 
be discussed in detail in the descriptions of the species 
that may be partially identified by means of this character. 
Color« Color oay be of some value in identifying 
living epeoimens but since most studies are conducted with 
preserved material from which the color has faded, it is 
not of great importance* Several species have about the 
same color patterns, although colors may vary according to 
the nature of the habitat» The writer has found no case 
of constant color differences between the sexes, Faxon's 
reference 1914) to such a condition in 2* hagenianue 
being based on too few epeoimens* Both sexes of this 
species show all variations of the colors characteristic 
of this species. 
Subgenera of the Genua Oambarua, Ericheon 
The crawfishes of the world are grouped in two 
families, Parastacidae and Astacidae ''or Potamoblldae, 
as some taxonomists prefer). In the P. rastacidae are 
included all the crawfishes of Australia, Tasmania, New 
Zealand, New Guinea, Madagascar, and South America. 
The family Astacidae includes all those occurring in 
Europe, Asia and North America, There are no crawfishes 
known on the mainland of Africa and in Central and 
Southern Asia. The family Astacidae is divided into 
several genera but all the freshwater species may be 
•"38*" 
grouped In the following: Astacua which includes the species 
of Europe, Asia (except Ja33an and Korea), and the western 
part of the United States; Cambaroides. those in Janan and 
Korea; and Caabarug which includes the species of Mexico, 
the V/est Indies, and the United f^tates east of the Rooky 
Moxintains. 
The earliest students of crawfishes saw the necessity 
for dividing the genus Cambarus into araaller groups. Girard 
fl85?) set up three groups based on the forw of the rostrum 
and the first abdominal legs of the mles, Hagen (1870) 
also recognized three groups based on the number of hooked 
legs in the male and the form of the rostrum. These two 
systema did not produce the same results in classification, 
so Faxon (1885) suggested the division of the genus into 
five subordinate groups on the basis of the ho ked thoracic 
legs and the first abdominal lei^s of the male, but did not 
name the ;;roups. Ortraann (1905), largely usin^c the first 
abdominal legs, nnmed four subgenera, Cambarus. Cambarellus. 
Faxonius, and Bartonius. The next year (I' ^OGb) he added 
two more subgenera. Procambarus and Paracambarus. to include 
some species from ^^exico. Central America and Cuba. 
Ortmann restricted the name Cambarus to the ccroup of which 
blandln :ii is the type, but Fowler '1912), finding that 
Faxon (1898) had designated £. barton! as the type of the 
genus, transferred the name Cambarus to the Bartonius ,3roup 
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of Ortmann and gave the blandlngll group a new subgenerio 
naae» Ortinannicus. In 1914, Faxon, with many new apeoiea 
to be grouped, recognized seren divisione on the aatae 
basis he suggested in 1885, The species known at that 
time •(Toiild now be divided into eight groups, for the first 
abdominal legs of the male of £. olypeatue. which had not 
been found in 1914, do not fit into any of the dirislons 
made at that time. It is remarkable that seven of these 
eight groups apparently arc represented in !*is3is8i^)pi, 
£.• harnedi. a new species, is considered as belonging 
In the genus Paracambarus Ortmann. Faxon's Group I, v/hich 
occurs in Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies, 
apparently i-^ the only one not present in this state. 
To avoid the confusion arisinr? from the designation of 
groups by numbers, as used by Faxon, the writer is adopting 
in this paper, with one exception, the subfjenerlc classi­
fication of Ortmann as revised by Fowler, and is suggesting 
a new subgenus, Girardiella. to comprise Faxon's Group 3 
which Ortmann did not separate from Faxon's Group 3, An 
eighth division, of which C» clypeatus is the only known 
representative, should also be added. Oreaser (1933) has 
given the name Faxonella to this subgenus. 
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These subgenera y/ith the chief characters separating 
them,are listed here, with their type species and with the 
representatiTes of each group which have been found in 
Ir l issisBi pi  t  
Sub£;enu8 Procaabaru^ Ortwann. Hooks on third segment 
third pair of mele legs. First abdominal legs of male 
stout, inner and outer parts clonely appreased, laterally 
coranressed, with a homy (Form I) spine at the tip; 
anterior margin nith a prominent shoulder near the distal 
end. Type species, S.. diaueti Bouvier, (Faxon*a Group 1). 
Not represented in Mis:?i3si7ipi or United States, 
Occurs in '-exico, Central America, and '.;est Indies, 
Subgenus qirardtella. new subgerais. Hooks on third 
segment of third pair of laale legs. First abdominal legs 
of male truncate, outer p:.rt closely applied to inner, the 
tip with from one to three horny, recurved teeth; inner 
part ending in a sharp ^pine generally directed outward. 
Type species, £, advena LeConbe (Faxon, 1885, p. 17,) 
(Faxon*s Group 2.) 
Mississippi species: 
1, Cambarus ha^enianus Faxon 
2, Cambarus hagenianus evansi. new subspecies 
3, Cambarus hagenianus carrl. new subspecies 
4, Cambarus hagenlanus foresta^. new subspecies 
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Subgenus Ortmannlcus Fowler, Hooks on third segtiient 
of third and fourth pairs of male legs. First abdominal 
legs of male truncate, outer part closely "pplied to inner, 
the tip with from one to three homy recurved teeth; inner 
part ending in a sharp spine which is often directed out­
ward, Type species, Astacus blandingii Harlan. ''Faxon*s 
Group 3). 
!'ississippi species: 
Oambarus blandlnfrli a cut us Olrard 
6, Oarobarus hayj Faxon 
7, Carobarus clarkii Girard 
8, Canibarus evictug. new si^ecies 
Oambarus sBiculifer LeConte 
10, Cambarug versutus Hagen 
11, Ccuabarus cooka.a. new species. 
Subgenus Paracambarue Ortraann. Hooks on third segment 
of fourth pair of male legs. First abdominal legs of raale 
long, slender, truncate, outer part closely a-'plied to the 
inner and ending in slirrhtly recurved, homy teeth; the 
inner part ending in a sharp sriine directed outward. (This 
does not entirely coincide 7^ith Ortraann's subgenus Paracam-
barus. but the species below seems nearer it than in any 
other.) Type species, paradoxus Ortraann. (Faxon's Group 4). 
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Misslaslppl species: 
12. CambaruB harnedi. new species. 
Subgenus Cambarellus Ortmann, Hooks on third segment 
of second and third pairs of male legs. First abdominal le^ 
of male not truncate, inner and outer pirts separate and 
spreading: for some disttmce frcwi the tip; outer branch cleft 
into two slender teeth at the end; inner branch either acute 
or spaoulate at the tip, Tjrpe species, C,. montezuraae Sausaire, 
(Faxon's Group 5), 
KississiiM i species J 
13. Cmabarus shufeldtli Faxon 
Subgenus Faxoniue Ortmann. Hooks on third segment of 
third pair of msle legs. First abdominal legs of male split 
into two branches, straight or somewhat recurred, and acute 
at the tips. Tyjae species, Astacus limosus Rafinesque, 
(Faxon's Group 6), 
!?is8is8ippi species: 
• Carobarus lancifer Hagen 
15. Cambarus missisainpiensis Faxon 
16. Oambarus creaseri. new species 
Subgenus C:^imbaru3 Fowler. Hooks on third segment of 
third pair of nule legs. First abdorainal legs of male short 
and thick, terminating in tv/o large recurred teeth, usually 
at right angles to the leg, the larger formed by the outer 
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part, the smaller by the inner part. Type species, Astacus 
bartoni Fabricus, (Faxon's Group 7). 
Misaissippl species: 
17. Cambarus dloaenes Girard 
18. Cambarus diegene8 ludovicianus Faxon 
19. Carabarus latiinanus LeConte 
20. Cambarus arnillicola Faxon 
21. Cambarus lobdelli. new species. 
Subgenus Faxonella Greaser. Hooks on third segment 
of third pair of male legs. First abdominal legs of male 
long, slender, outer parts horny, curving inward, with tip 
of one apT;>endage orossinfr pnd resting on the tip of the 
other; inner part short, not over one-third the length of 
the appendage. Type species, £. clypeatus Hay. 
Mississippi species: 
22. Cambarus clvpeatus Hay. 
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Key To Mississippi Crawfishes 
This key is based almost entirely on the characters 
of the first form males. In a few cases where they aid 
greatly in identification, certain female characters are 
included. It is realized that any key which requires first 
form laales for identification isill be criticized, but the 
author feels that it is better to have specimens unclassi­
fied than io have them wrongly labeled as the result of 
using a key which includes variable or doubtful characters. 
In making local collections biology students and instructors 
will usually be able to secure first form males and where 





on tblrd walking legs only 2 
on walking legs not confined to third pair 14 
First abdominal legs split into two branches, one 
or both long and slender 3 
First abdominal legs not split deeply into long 
branches 6 
Branches of first abdominal legs of nearly equal 
length 4 
Outer branch of first cibdominal leg long and 
slender, with tips crossing; inner branch blunt, 
one-third as long ns outer £. clvneatug Hay 
Rostrum with lateral spines 5 
Rostrum without lateral spines 
£, tnississirriiensis Faxon 
5 Rostrum medium length; simple hooka on third walk­
ing legs C, creaaeri. n. sp. 
Rostrum long, ..ith very long sharp acumen; 
double pointed hooks on third walkim?: legs 
C, lancifer Hagen 
6 First abdominal legs short and thick, tips recurved 
at almost right angles.. 7 
First abdominal legs truncate, with two rounded 
horny teeth on the outer part, inner part ending 
in sharp spine 11 
7 Anterior margin of carapace angulated.... 





Areola narrow or linear.. 
Areola obliterated 
£• diogenea Oirard 
9 
9 Carapace full, rounded, sides of rostrum alraost 
parallel latimanas Le Conte 
Carapace converging sharply anteriorly, with vertical 
sides, margins of rostrum often concave between 
the eyes 5.. diogenes ludovicianus Faxon 
10 Rostrum lon^:, spine on under side of first joint 
of antennules at rnid-length. . argillicola Faxon 
Rostrum short, no spine on antennules 
2.. lobdelli n. sp. 
11 Hand of male bearded, on inner margin 13 
Hand of male not bearded £, hagentanus Faxon 
12 Beard on third raaxillipeds sparse and stiff; 
proximal segment of telson often trispinose; 
uropod spines rather short and blunt 
C. ha^enianus evansi. n.sp. 
Beard on third raaxillipeds soft and profuse; 
telson not trispinose; uropod spines long and 
sharp pointed 13 
13 Telson bispinose; female hand often noticeably 
bearded C. hagenianus carri. n.sp. 
Telson uni- or bispinose; female hand not 
noticeably bearded bagenlanus forestae. n.sp. 
14 Third ^nd fourth walking legs with hooks 15 
Third or fourth walking legs without hooks 21 
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15 Tip of rostrmj rounded, without lateral spines 
C. 00okae. n.sp. 
Tip of rostrtcn acute, with rudimentary or prominent 
lateral spines 16 
16 Single spine on each side of thorax 17 
Two spines on each side of thorax 20 
17 First abdominal legs with deep depression just 
back of ^^eminal teeth bayi Faxon 
First abdomina.l legs without depression back of 
terminal teeth 18 
18 First abdominal legs with two large round r)lates on 
outside, one horny, the other soft v/ith horny 
Margin, and barely noticeable horny tooth 
bet.veen; inner par; prolonp!;ed as a spine 
0. clarkii Girard 
First abdominal legs with three horny teeth on 
outer part; inner part prolonrced as spine 19 
19 Proximal segment of telson with 3 or 4 spines on 
each side; from cervical groove to tip of rostrum 
2-|- to 3 times disto.nce from cervical jcroove to 
abdomen C_. evictus. n.sp, 
Proximal segment of telson bispinose; fron cervical 
groove to tip of rostrum ?•, to ??,; tiriies distance 
from cervical roove to abdomen. 
0. blandingii acutus Oirard 
20 Telson vrith two stront; spines on each side of 
proximal sequent £, spiculifer LeConte 
'leison with 2 or 4 spines on each side of proximal 
segment 0, versutus Hagen 
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?1 Second and third wallcing legs with hooks; v< ry 
small species shufeldttl Faxon 
Fourth walking legs only with hooks 
! C,. hamedi. n. sp. 
Descriptions of Kississirpi Species 
OAliBARUS (GIRARDIELLA) HAGEKIAJms Faxon 
Plate I, fie:. 1; Plate II, fig. 1; III, fig, I; 
Plate IV, fig. 1. 
1870 Cambarus carolinus Hagen. Metn.Harvard Mus, Comp, 
Sool. 2, Fo. 3: 87. 
1884 Oambarus hagenianus Faxon, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts 
Sci., ,^0: 14. 
1914 Oambarus hagenianus Faxon, Mem, Harvard Mus. Comp. 
2ool., 40, TTo. 8: 36B. 
Distinguishinfvr characters! Since £. hagenianus 
and its subspecies or varieties are the only known ^ erjresenta-
tives of Fax'jn*8 Group II (C^, gracilis. C,. advena. ff. simulan s. 
etc.) in ^ ^ississinpi, it is not difficult to distin^^nish them 
from other comraon species. The rostrum is deeply excavated, 
with tip depressed, and r/ithout lateral spines. Areola 
obliterated. Antennal scale small, almost rectangular, 
widest near the outer end. No thoracic or postorbital spines. 
Branchiostegian spine very short and blunt. No suborbital 
angle. Telson bispinose, with spines extending beyond the 
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marglna of the inner branches of the uropods. Hooks on third 
walking legs. Hand broad, palm inflated, movable finger excis­
ed at base with several tubercles on cutting edge, and one 
prominent tubercle about the mid tile of the culting edge of 
the opposinfinger. First abdominal legs of male with trun­
cate tip, the :;uter part conaistinf^ of two rounded, horny 
teeth, the inner part prolonged into a sharp spine usually 
curving slif:;htly outward and extending a little beyond the 
horny tips of the other branch. In the second form males the 
parts are soft and the inner branch is not prolonged into a 
spine. 
The annulus ventralis of the female shows some individual 
variation but has the same general fomi in this species and 
its varieties. Typically, the anterior well is deeply cleft, 
with a prominent tubercle on each side, which raay be with or 
without tiny teeth; the fissure curves to one side or the 
other, then back toward the opposite side and out through a 
depression in the posterior wall. 
This is one of the Most beautiful species the writer has 
ever seen. Instead of the drab shades of several common 
species it is brilliantly colored with red, blue and all inter­
mediate lints. Each sex may show all variations in color and 
Individuals often change greatly in molting. Generally an 
individual will have a predominance of either red or blue, but 
both colors are usually present and often so evenly balanced as 
to make it impossible to f^roup the specimens under either color. 
*~40~ 
Historical; This species was first known from the 
type specimen in the Museum of Coriparative ZoolofjT at 
Harrard, a first form male sent by Professor L, P. aitbes 
of Charleston, n, C. ftlo. "'SS). Hagen in 1870 cla-nified 
this specimen as Cambnrus carolinus Erickson. Faxon, in 
1884, separated it fro»! carolinus and listed it as a new 
species, £. hagenlanus. In 1914, havinf- then secured other 
forris from Btate Col'ef^e and ^'uldon, }'iSRissippi, Faxon 
gave a '.ore detailed description includintr illustrations 
in color of both sexes collected at ?'uldcn, mentioning the 
• eculiarity of the ''uldon males in havinp- a beard along 
the inner border of the hand. On account of this 
character and other constant differences, the '.vriter is 
separating the Huldon form and naming it Cambarus 
hagenianus evansl. Two other subspecies are also des­
cribed in this paper. 
Economic ira-nortancei So far as mblished records 
show, this is the only crawfish in the United States of 
great importance as a crop destroyer. In the prairie 
sections of northeast ?'ississipt>l and western Alabama 
crops of cotton and corn on several hundred thousand acres 
aire threatened each spring with severe damage, which 
frequently amounts to total destruction if the season is 
very rainy. The value of farm lands has been greatly 
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reduoe'1 in many oommunitiee on account of its ravages. 
This subject is discussed in more detail later in this 
paper. 
Biology: The writer has accumulated considerable 
information about the biology of this species which ie 
presented later in roore detail. Briefly, it is wholly a 
burrowing species, never inhabiting streams or ponds at 
any Ktage of its life. It lives in prairie soils under­
laid vii'h limestone which serves to keep the natex table 
fairly high. The burrows may be in valleys, on slopes, or 
frequently on hilltops, and in summer may extend to a depth 
of fifteen feet or core. Only one individual lives in a 
burrow, except when the young are with the mother. The 
writer has never observed jnating, but it probably occurs 
on the surface of the f-';round at nir^t during warm spring 
rains. Females bearing; ep:es or youn^r have been collected 
In October, '•ovember, and December, always in their burrows, 
never on the surface of the [ground. The average number of 
young is about 5 or 6, although the "riter has found 20 
In one burrow. The young usually remain with the mother 
about 12 to 18 months, or until the second spring after 
hatching, when they start burrows of their own. They 
apparently become full grown in about 6 or 7 years and 
undoubtedly live 10 years and probably much longer. 
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Food! This species is almost wholly voKetarian except 
for such earthworms and Insects as may reach its burrow by 
chancer or be captured on the surface. The writer has Icept 
specimens in the laborator^r for sevrral years on a diet of 
gras'' and clover. It is very fond of cotton seed and will 
peel the hull off in a few Homents, 
Distributiont liis species and its varieties are 
present in the prairie sections of Alabama and ^Ussissippi, 
ffig. 4). The ^ ype s^eciraen was reported to have come 
from Chnrleston, South Carolina, but the .'-riter seriously 
doubts that this ?;pecies occurs in that state. Corres­
pondence v/ith the Zoology and Entomology Department of 
Clemson College and v/ith the Curator of the Charleston 
T.tuseura indicates that no other specimens have been found 
since the type. 'J^he fact that this is a very destructive 
crop pes^t v/ould Almost certainly have brought it io the 
attention of zoolofcists or museum authorities if it occurr­
ed there. Also, the soil type in the vicinity of Charleston 
is not at all like that in which this species lives in 
Alabama and Mississippi. There are other instances in 
which -rofes'or Gilbos either rrongly labeled soecimens as 
to locality, or incorrectly identified specimens after very 
superficial examination, (Faxon 1885b, p.10) and, therefore, 
until other specimens are collected in South Carolina, 
the writer is inclined to doubt that state as the origin 
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of the type, 
CambaruB hap:enlanu9 prorier occurs In Oktibbeha, 
Lowndes, Noxubee, and Kem-ner Counties in l^ispissiv.r.i and 
its area of infestation swings across Alabama toward 
Montgomery. Tibbee Creek, a tributary of the Tombigbee, 
flowing enst along the line between Oktibbeha and Clay 
Counties, if.' the northern boundary of this apecles, 
North of Tildbee Creek, £. hai-enianus evansl occu las the 
lime soils in Clay, 'Tonroe, and ea- tern Chickasaw Counties, 
In the flatwoods soil at Houston the subspecies 
hagenlanus carrl is present, v/hile the other subspecies, 
C, hagenlanus forestae is confine : to Scott, Rankin, and 
perhaps other counties of the central prairie region, 
CAMBARUS (GIRARDI'^LLA) HAGENIANUS ".TVANSI, new subspecies 
Plate IV, Fig. 2, 
1914 Cambarus hapcenianus. Faxon, J^era. Harvard Hus, Comp, 
Zool, 40, Tlo. 8: 366, fPlates), 
Distinguishing characters; In most respects this 
subspecies fits the description of 2.. liagenianus. 
but differs in the follow in- points. In addition to the 
beard on i he inner margin of the haoads of the male, there 
is a tendency to more hairiness on the hands of the female 
than in C, hagenlanus. The third maxlllipeds are covered 
with coarse hairs, much stlffer than In the other sub­
species. The proximal segment of the telson often has 
three spines on each side but some specimens have only 
two. The spines on the border of the uropods are much 
shorter than in ^he subspecies found at Houston and Forest, 
which are described next. 
The coloration of this subspecies is not so striking 
as in C. hagenianus. the blues and reds being usually paler 
than in the other form. The colored illustrations accomrany-
Ing Faxon'=? paper are typical of many specimens, but there 
are no constant color differences between the sexes, 
Faxon in 191' called attention to the chief character 
which distinf^uishes this subspecies from C, hagenianus. 
the bearded hands of the male, but having only a few 
specimens and not knovdng that it was a constant difference, 
he did not suggest another name for it. This is the moat 
destructive of the four subspecies of C. hagenianus. and 
since Mr. J. E. I'Tvans of Tfuldon, "isnissi-'pi, one of the 
most pro-resBlve planters of the Northeast ^-rairie section, 
has given much time to the development of a practical ccai-
trol measure, the writer is suggesting the name in his 
honor. 
Biology: This crawfish lives in burrows xmder similar 
conditions as £. hagenianus and avrarently has about the 
same habits and life history. The writer attempted to 
cross this crawfish with C. hagenianus but was unable to 
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get either apeoles to mate in captivity. The males and 
females of this subspecies occur in almost equal numbers 
(5P7 females and 473 males in a catch of 1000), while the 
adult females of C. hagenianus f^ reatly outnumber the 
males in all collections at State College f351 to 6 in one 
case). 
Distribution; This species is known only in "'^issisFiivpi 
and is apparently limited to the prairie soil area lying north 
of Tibbee Creek and v/est of the Tombigbee '^iver, oompriaing 
parts of Clay, Monroe, and Chickasaw Counties especially. 
No specimens have been taken south of Tibbee Creek and no 
complaints craT/fish damage to crops liave been received 
from north of Okolona. 
Hisnisslppi records: Egypt, Muldon, ".'est Point, 
CAllBARUS (OIRARDIELLA) HAGENIANUB CARRI, new subspecies 
Plate 17, fif^. 3, 
DlstlnguishinR- characters; This subspecies would be 
most readily mistaken for C. hagenianus evansi. but differs 
t 
In the following respects: The male claws are r.ore heavily 
bearded than in evansi. even the riovable finger bein beard­
ed part of its length in most specimens. The third tnaxllll-
peds are also much more densely bearded in both sexes than 
evans 1. and the hairs are not stiff and coarse as in 
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evanal. The female hand has a short beard in nearly all 
specimens, thoui^h in sone oases the length is almost oqiial 
to that of the males and is distinctly noticeable on living 
specimens in water. In no other STTecies knowi to the writer 
does the female hand have a noticeable beard. The epistoraa 
is shorter and raore trianf5:ular than in evansl. The antennal 
scale is much like that of evansi but is not so wide at the 
distal end and has a longer i5pine at the tip. The proximal 
segment of the telson ia bispinose. The spines on the uropods 
are of a nink or reddish color and longer and sharper than 
evansi. ITo constant differences have been observed in 
the sexual charactern. 
The color of the specimens collected thus far is 
distinctly reddish with rich henna or brown tints, 1'he size 
is aT)parently smaller on the average than the other sub­
species of this group. 
Biology; Like its relatives, this is a burrowing 
species and comes to the surface only at ni^ht, especially 
rainy nights. The burrows are noticeably smaller than those 
made by C, hagenianus rnd C. happenianus evansi. -Totliing is 
known of its f od habits but it is '.mdoubtedly largely a 
vegetarian species, since its burrows were not found in 
close proximity to bodies of water. 
Distribution; Known only fron specimens collected at 
Houston, Mississippi, A-oril 11, 1936, by the writer and 
Mr. Carlyle Carr of the United Btates Biological Survey. 
Burrows were rather niameroua in a levfcl Flatwoode soil type 
^ust west of Houston and on a sandy, grassy slope east of 
the town. T^ore collectint, is needed to outline the range. 
CA!IBARUS (OIRARDIKLLA) HA^ENIANUn FORESTAE, new subspecies 
Plate IV, fig. 4. 
Dlstinguighinp: characters; Thic; crawfish is at once 
recoE^ized as belonr^ir^^c to the ha^'.enlanug f-roup. In nost 
of 'he Important points of clas^Tification It is identical 
'r?lth £. hapreniajtus evansl. but differs as follows: The tip 
of the rostrum is sli,i;htly raore depressed. The antennal 
scale is rridest near the base or at wldlength instead of 
nearer the tip as in evansi, and peculiarly, se e f the 
scales bear spines on the rounded inner margin while one 
or two specimens examined had Bpine on the outer margin. 
The beard is softer and more dense on the third Kiaxillli'eds 
of both sexes and also wore profuse on the innemiarcin of 
the r.ale hand, often extending on the rovable finger. The 
proximal segment of the telson bears one or two spines on 
each Ride instead of the usual three in evansl. while the 
spines on the raargin of the uropods are lon^^ and sharp-
pointed in contrast to the short, often blunt spines of 
evansl. Ko differences have been observed between the 
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sexual characters. 
The color is rather variable but blue apparently pre­
dominates i ; the only collection of any size made by the 
author, 
Biolojry! Tsrpical of the hagenlanus group this is a 
burrowing snecies and is ai^arently dependent on a plant 
diet except for such insects and earthworms as may be 
caught, A very heavy infestation was observed i>.i a lawn 
of white clover and grass. Bpecimens were dui' out during 
daylight at the water level about 18 inches below the 
surface. About 48 hours after a good rain they were fairly 
numerous at night crawling around in the grass. 
Distribution; Known only in Mississio i, specimens 
being collected at Forest in Bcott County and Leesburg in 
Rankin County. Probably occurs elsewhere in the Central 
Prairie soil belt of liissiasippi, 
OAMBARUS (ORTKANNICUS) BLANDINGII ACUTU3 Girard 
Plate I, fig, 2; Plate II, fig. 2; Plate III, fig. 3; Plate 
IV, fig. 2, 
185P Cambarus acutus. Girard, Proc. Acad. Hat. Sci. *vhila., 
6:91. 
185?! Oambarus acutissimus. Girard, loc, Cit, 
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1884 Oambarus blandlngli. var. aouta, Faxon, Proc, Amer. Acad. 
Scl., ??0:136, 
D1e11nuuighIng characters: nostrum with acute point and 
lateral spines. Areola linear. Antennal scale varies in 
different localities, Taut usually broadest near middle. 
Single spine on each side of caramee. Proximal segment of 
telson bispinose. Chelae slender, suboylindrical, the 
fingers curving typical of the entire blandingii ;:roup. 
Hooks on third and fourth walkini; legs of male. First 
abdominal legs of first forrn male with three curved horny 
teeth on the outside and with inner ptirt prolonged into 
a pointed spur curving; outward; brush of setae just back of 
homy teeth. Annulus of mature feraales usually with over­
shadowing prominence on one side, but lacking in youm^ 
females. From cervical j^roove to tip of rostrum usually 
twice the distance froiri cervical groove to the abdomen. 
Color of large specimens is usually red but young are 
often light olive or yellowish. Varies ..reatly. 
Blolob^v; Althou^';h this is the most common crawfish 
in jlississirpi no fariales bearinf^' eggs or young have been 
taken, 'iurner ^1926) records such females in Ohio and 
Indiana in March, July, and .ieptember, indicatinp; that 
reproduction may occur at almost any time. Young specimens 
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not attached have been collected throughout the year. 
This species is usually found in stagnant ponds, 
roadside barrow pits, and sluggish streams. It is the 
most common species in Delta waters and is apparently an 
Important source of fish food. As ponds become dry it 
constructs bunows, also building them around the banks 
and edges of the water at all times. 
Distribution: This species is known from Alabama, 
Arkansas, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, 
Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, nnd Wisconsin. Greaser and 
Ortenburger '1953) report its presence in the State of 
Vera CTUE, : ' T e x i c o ,  
Mississippi records: Probably occurs throughout the 
state as specimens have been taken in all sections and in 
all surrounding states. 
CAlfflARUS (O^^TMAMICUS) HAYI Faxon 
Plate I, fii7. 3; Plate II, fig. 3; Plate III, fig. 3 ,  
1884 Cambarus hayj Feixon, Proc. Amer. Acad, Arts and Sci., 
20:108. 
Distinguishing characters: This species is almost 
identical in arpearance vd th £. blandingii acutus. The only 
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differences observed by the writer are In the first 
abdominal l^a of the male, the rnnulus of the female, and 
the shape of the rostrum. There is a deep depression near 
the tips of the legs, just back of the beardlike brush of 
cilia, while in blandinrcii acutus the sajne area is smooth 
and rounded, ''he annulu? has the same general shape as in 
blandin^ii acutus but does not have the overhanging lateral 
prominonce often found in the latter. The swelliii<r or 
tubercle in the middle is also more marked in hayi. The 
sides of the rostrum are more rounded than in blandingii 
acutus. In other respects this species conforms alno^t 
exactly to the description of £, blandingli acutus. 
The color varies from red to olive-green, with dark areas 
on the abdominal sepnnents. 
Biology; This species lives in pools and ponds, or 
about the same habitat as iJ. blandingli acutuB. The 
writer has no records of egg-bearing fe;'iales but t)resuaably 
Its reproductive habits are Bimilar to its close relative. 
Distribution; C. havi has been reported only from a 
limited area in I'ississippi in the Tombigbee watershed. 
Presumably it c^ccurs in the same drainage system in 
Alabama but no records have been obtained there, 
Mississi i records; Artesia, ^ 'acon. State College, 
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Ripley. The last record is from a jar of young speolraens 
In the Misaiaalppl State College collection which contains 
a note stating that they were caught In a "mxiddy run one ralle 
east of Ripley." This location is just north of the head­
waters of the Tomhigbee but streams in that area also drain 
Into the Tennessee and the ICiaaissippi. Further collecting 
In that section is need«d to verify this record. 
OAIffiARUS (ormiAWPlOflS) OLAHKI Girard 
Plate I, fig. 4; Plate II, fif^, 4; Plate III, fig. 4; Plate 17, 
fig. 6. 
1853 Oantbarua clarkil. Girard, ^ roc, Acad. Nat. Sol. Phila., 
6:91. 
1870 Oambarus clarkii. Hagen. ?*em. Harvard Fus, Conro. Zool., 
2, No. 3:39. ''Plates) 
1884 Oambarus clarkil. Faxon, Proc. Aiaer. Acad. Arts and 
Sol., .?0:136. 
Distinguishing characters: At a glance this species is 
readily recot;nized as one of the blandingii group. The rostrum 
is acute, deeply excavated, with lateral spines. Areola 
obliterated in adult specimens. Single thoracic spine. 
Carapace roughly granulated in large specimens. Proximal 
segment of teliion bispinose. Suborbital angle weak. Post-
orbital spine present. Hands flat and broad. Hooks on third 
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and fourth walking legs of male. First abdominal legs with 
two large round plates on outside, one homy, the other white 
and soft with homy marpjin. Between the two round plates is 
a homy tooth which is barely noticeable, "he inner part 
of the leg ia prolonged into a aharp spine which extends 
obliquely slightly beyond the outer ':>art. In the second 
form male the first abdominal legs have much the same shape 
but are not horny. The forra of the annulus ventralis is 
rather constant for this species, the surface being smooth 
and rounded with the longitudinal fissure interlocking in 
a tonrue - and-f-roove effect. 
The color of this species varies with age, some young 
ones beinp olive green or mottled, while the largest adults 
are a brilliant red on the under side of the walking legs. 
On such specimens the spine • on the chelae are red and the 
hands have brilliant red tubercles against a dark brownish-
black background, 
Blolofiv; This species dwells in roadside ditches, ponds, 
and other habitats favored by C. blandingii acutus, It 
makes burrows in the sides and bottoms of ditches and retreats 
within these when alarmed. The writer has not secured any 
females with eggs or younf^- at tached, but very small <^;peciraen8 
were collected throughout the . inter and spring. 
Distribution; £, clarkii apparently does not range far 
from the Gulf Coast. It has been reported from Alabama, 
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Arkansas, Florida, Loviislana, T'lsslaslppl, and Texas. It Is the 
species sold for food in Tiew Orleans and other Louisiana cities. 
Mississippi records; Biloxl, Gulfport, Ocean Springs, 
It is strange that this species has not been found away from 
the Ooaot in I'iasissippi, although collected as far north as 
Blytheville (R. N. Lobdell) and Little Rock (0. P. Hay) In 
Arkansaa, 
CAlfflAPUS (ORT!fAmiIOOS) OOOKAK, new species 
Plate I, fig. 5; Plate II, fig. 5; Plate III, fig. 5; Plate IV, 
fig. 7. 
Male, form I. Rostrm broad, depressed, triangxd.ar at 
apex, moderately excavated above with foveola at base; no lateral 
spines. No postorbital spines. Rounded, cylindrical carapace, 
punctate above and on sides, with blunt branchiostegian spine 
and slight angle behind antenna. Cervical p;roove sinuate, 
interrupted, without lateral thoracic spines. Distance from 
abdomen to cervical groove raore than half the distance from cer­
vical groove to tip of rostrum. Areola narrow in middle with 
wider antori r and posterior triangles. Abdomen broad, shorter 
than the cephalothorax. Proximal segment of telson bisplnose 
usually, but some speciraens my have a smaller third spine 
on each side. Uropods with short spines not reaching: the 
margin. Epistoma variable, but usually truncate. Basal 
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segment of antennules with spine on inferior surface at mid-
length. Antennae shorter than body; antennal scale broadest 
in distal half, rounded at apex, with short spine at base. 
Third maxillipeds sparsely thatched with stiff bristles, not 
concealing the teeth. Ohelipeds alender, chelae subcylindrical, 
tubercles ciliate anteriorly. Fingers as long s the hand, 
with tuberculate cutting edges, parallelled beneath, with some 
variations, by rows of impressed, ciliated dots. Carpus with 
one spine beneath and another on the inner margin. Meros with 
one dorsal spine usually more prominent, two rows of teeth 
beneath, the strongest on the inner margin. Stron.; hooks on 
third and fourth walking- legs of male. Flattened tubercle 
on basal joint of fourth leg of male, smaller rounded tubercle 
at base of fifth leg. First abdominal legs reachin - to the 
base of the third walking legs; tips curved backward, the 
outer part consisting of two flattened plates, the inner part 
prolonged into a strong spine extending back.ard at same 
anftle as the tips of the legs and much exceeding the outer 
part in length, and a sharp tooth just posterior to the 
flattened plates which seems to arise from both inner and 
outer parts of the appendage. 
Form II of the male differs only in havinfc rudimentary 
hooks on the legs and soft, partially developed sexual appendages. 
The female of this species has claws of the same shape 
as the male, instead of the shorter, broader chelae, found In 
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the females of most speolee of the blandlnf?!! group. The 
annulus vantrails of the female varies considerably In 
different individuals but in general it is flattened somewhat 
with a tongue-and-f-roove effect resembling: that of £. olarfcil. 
except that it is usually double-grooved instead of sinrcle. 
In some npecimens each lateral division or half is drawn into 
a single prominence. 
This crawfish is of fair size but no large specimens 
have been found. The largest male collected measures 90 ram. 
from tip to telson to tips of chelae, the largest female 
95 rm. Living specimens collected by the author were a 
rather dull blue color, 
Biolof-y: This is a burrowing species. The author caught 
three specimens at night prowling on a grass and clover lawn 
in company with 0. ha^enianus forestae. However, some Works 
Progress Administration collectors on a biology project in 
Hinds County, under the supervision of Hiss Fannye A, Cook 
of the S ate Game and Fish Commission, in whose honor the 
species is named, sent in so'e specimens which were collected 
from a lake. Nothing is known of the food or reproductive 
habits. Specimens were collected by the author on May 2 and 
by the Works Progress Administration workers on April 30, 
but none had e: gs or young attached. 
Distribution! Known only in Mississippi, Specimens 
collected at Forest in Scott County and at Horse Shoe Lake, 
near Big Black River, 7 miles south of Cox's Ferry, in 
Hinds County, 
CA^ffiARUS (ORTllAinilCUS) E7ICTUS, new species 
Plate I, fig. 6; Plate II, fig. 6; Plate III, fig. 6; Plate IV, 
fig. 8. 
Male, form I. Rostrum excavated, tapering gradually; 
acumen sharp, longer than width of rostrum at lateral spines. 
Antennae of moderate length, reaching to second or third 
segment of abdomen. Antennal scale long and slender, widest 
near base. Postorbital and branchiostegian spines present. 
Anterior marp;in of carapace slic'htly armilated. '^wo distinct 
tubercles on procarapace midway between cervical groove and 
base of rostruin, Procarapace to 3 times lenp:th of post-
carapace. Cervical groove sinuate, interrupted, with single 
strong thoracic spino. Areola moderately ^ide. Chelae long, 
slender, subcylindrical, with curved fingers typical of the 
blandinprii group. Hooks on third and fourth walking legs. 
Flattened plate on basal joint of fourth leg and sharp pro­
jecting -plate on base of fifth leg. Proximal sefrinent of 
telson with 3 or 4 spines on each side. First abdominal 
legs have same shape as in £. blandingii acutus. but the 
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three recurving horny teeth are more closely crowded in 
this species. Hidden in the bunch of setae behind the other 
teeth is a small horny tooth which is not present in aoutus. 
The soft inner spine curves outward as in the other species. 
The female has the same general appearance as the male 
and does not show the shortening and broadening of the hand 
so common in females of some other species of this group, 
such as 2,. hayj. The annulus ventralis is of varyin:; shapes, 
some individuals having the overhanging lateral prominence 
usually found in mature sr)eciraens of blandin>:ii a cut us. while 
in others the annulus may have a v/rinkled surface with a 
prominent tubercle in the middle, as though an extra fold 
had been squeezed out in its formation. 
In coloration, some typical specimens are a dark reddish 
olive with lighter reddish telson and a light reddish stripe 
down each aide of the abdomen. The hands are speckled with 
red and olive, with red on the under side. Some specimens 
are darker than others. One olive-green female becaisie red 
after molting. 
This species may usually be distinguished from 
blandinAll acutus by the long antennal scale, the trl- or 
quadrispinose telson, and the longer procarapace in proportion 
to the postcarapace. The distance from the cervical groove 
to the tip of the rostrum is usually from 3/ to 3 times the 
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distanoe from the cervical groove to the abdomen. But con­
fusing combinations are sometimea found, such as a quadris-
pinoae telson r.ith a body ratio of less than or a long 
slender antennal scale may be accompanied by a bispinose 
telson. The writer had tentatively identified this species 
£. lecontel until he examined the lecontei specimens in 
the ITati- nal Kuaeum and the Harvard ?'*u3eum of Oonr arative 
Zoolof-i-iy. '"he male appendages are quite different. 
Biolo.'.y; This species is found in about the sar.ie habitat 
as C. blandini: acutus and £. clarkii. Specimens have been 
collected in both stagnant and runnint^ water. No females with 
eggs or young attached have been found. 
Distribution; This species apparently occurs rather 
generally in the southern part of J^ississippi. It is pro­
bably present also in southern Alabama and Louisiana. 
I-!issi.gsit)-Dl records; Magnolia, Hoselle, Ocean Springs, 
Wigivins. 
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OAIiBARUS (ORTKAWICUS) 8PICTJLIFER LeConte 
1855 Astacus splculifer. LeConte, Proc. Acad, Nat. Scl, 
Phila., 7:401. 
1870 Oafflbarus splculifer. Hagen, Mem, Harvard MUB. Corap, 
Zool,, 2, No, 3:48. (Plates). 
1885 Cambarus gpiculifer. Faxon, Hern, Harvard Mus. Comp, 
Zrol., 10, No. 4:23, cPlates). 
Dlsting:ul3hin- characters: This species, like £. 
versutus. is readily Pieoarated from other members of the 
blandin 11 group by having two thoracic spines. It is 
distinguished from £. versutus mainly by havin;j two 8tr!>ng 
spines on each side of the •oroximal sep^nent of the t el son 
instead of three or four. In all 5?peclrnens examined by the 
writer the sides of the rostrum do not taper between the 
base and the lateral spines as described by Faxon. The 
first abdominal legs of the male are fip:ured by Hagen, but 
the illustration r;iven shows little difference from 
blandinaii acutus. They are very r-iuch alike but those of 
splculifer are more pointed at the tip. 
The aanulus of the female is peculiarly diaped, not 
like Eny other of the blandln^^ii group. It has large prom­
inent anterior v;alls with a cleft in the center, a sinuate 
cavity, and a large tubercle in the middle of the posterior 
wall, which is divided by a suture. 
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Blologv: Previous records indicate ttiat this species 
inhabits running strearas. The only specimen collected in 
Mississippi» a small male of the second form, was taken from 
a swollen stream. The writer knows nothing^ of its reproductive 
habits. 
Distribution; Previously recorded from (Jeorgia and 
Texas, with the Texas specimen not typical, 
Hisgissippi records; From Bayon Bernard at Landon (near 
Gulfport), 
CAllBARUS (ORTI^AmilCOS) VERSUTUS Hagen 
Plate I, fig. 7; Plate II, fig, 7; Plate III, fig, 7; Plate IV, 
fig. 9, 
1870 Cambarus versutua Hagen. Mem, Harvard Mus, Comp, Zool,, 
2, No. 3;51. (Plates). 
1885 Cambai-ua versutue Faxon, Mem. Harvard JIus. Comp. Zool., 
10, No. 4;34. 
Distinguishinp: characters; Cambarus versutus ^ d C.. 
splculifer are the only known ^ecies of the blandingii 
group having two spines on each side of the cara]?ace. Yhis 
serves readily to distinfcuish them from C. evictus which they 
greatly resemble in width of areola, form of antenzxal scale 
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and p:eneral appearance. £. vereutus has three or four spines 
on each side of the proxiiaal seEwent of the telson while 
sploulifer has only two. Although Faxon states that the sides 
of the rostrum) converge less between the base and the lateral 
spines in versutus. the opposite is true in all specimens 
examined by the writer including the types obseinred by Faxon, 
the sides of the rostrum in £,• sricuHfer beinr^ ixaotically 
parallel from the post-orbital spines to the lateral spines, 
while they radually tarier in the same area in £, vereutus. 
The first abdominal legs of the male have the rceneral form of 
the blandinfrii group but the teeth are rounded and small, 
{jiving the appearance of a small rounded knob covered with a 
tuft of setae. The inner part of the terraim tes in a 
spine which curves straight outward ; nd backward inste5:d of 
obliquely to the side as in £. blandinp:ii acutus. The annulua 
of the feinale is most like that of C,. darkii. the lon.' itudinal 
fissure havinf^ the same tongue-and-groove effect. However, 
there is a slight depresnion in the surface of each half 
separated by the fissure, instead of being rounded and smooth 
as in darkii. 
Living specimens of C. versutus may be instantly recog­
nized by the peculiar color pattern on the carapace behind 
the cervical groove. A clear lisrht area covers almost this 
entire region, extending: considerably beyond the vnargins of 
the areola on each side and back to the abdomen. H is bordered 
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on each side "by a dark brown or mot+led gray area. There is 
also a clear area down the abdomen bordered "by a dark stripe on 
each side. There are black tubercles on the reddish hands. 
Biologyt ' his species apparently prefers running streams 
or clear lakes. Miss Alma Phillips of Moselle, TTlssissiDpi, 
in sending In an suiult female states that it is never seen 
except in running water. Collectors for a Works Progress 
Administration biology project in Hinds County found specimens 
In a large lake and in a creek, No females bearing eggs or 
youngs have been collected. 
Distribution; Alabama, Florida, Misfsissippi. 
Mi83i88iT::r>i records: Collins, Moselle, Edwards, (Horse 
Shoe Lake, 10 miles south of Edwards, and 14-Mile Creek, in 
same locality.) 
CAlffiAmJS (PARACA??BARU8) HAHKIDI new species 
Plate I, fit'. 8; Plate II, fig. 8; Plate III, fig. 8; Plate IV, 
fig. 10. 
Hale, form I. Rostrum rounded, depressed, moderately 
excavated above with raised margins; no lateral spines or 
acumen. No postorbital spines. Branchioste^ian spine blunt. 
Suborbital angle well defined. Antennae rather short, not 
extending back to the abdomen; antennal scale widest at distal 
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end. Basal segment of antennulea with spine on inferior sur­
face at raid-length. Cervical t:roove sinuate, interrupted, 
without lateral £5)ines. Areola narrow in middle. CephalothorgK 
eylindrioal, punctate above and on sides, longer than the 
abdomen. Proximal segment of telson bispinose, but trispinoae 
in some females. Uropods longer than telson and with long 
spines extending beyond the margin, 
Chelipeds long; chelae with inflated palms and small 
fingers about two thirds length of palm; immovable finger with 
large tubercle about mid-length of cutting: edge. Carpus with 
two or three spines on inner margin, single spine beneath, 
Meros with two small dorsal spines near the anterior end, outer 
and inner margins tuberculate beneath. Hooka on fourth 7/alking 
lege only. Pointed process projecting posteriorly on baaal 
segment of fourth leg, interlockinfj with flattened plate pro­
jecting anteriorly on basal segment of fifth leg. 
First abdominal legs lonf';, slender, truncate, with small 
inaide spur at base of each; outer part closely applied to 
the inner, tips slightly recurved; outer part ending in a sharp 
borny tooth and a broad horny plate; the inner part endit^?; in 
a sharp spine directed outwardly. 
No second-form males have been found. 
In female specimens the same size as the male described 
the hands are considerably smaller and the palms less inflated. 
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although of the same peculiar shape aa in the male. The only 
male specimen in the collection has two spines on each side of 
the proximal se^^ment of the telson, while two feiuales examined 
had trispinose telaons. The annulus ventral is has the fomi of 
a rounded ;novable button deeply split longitudinally into 
prominent halves. 
This is a comparatively small species judging from all the 
specimens collected, the male measuring 70 m.m,, another 65 m,m. 
The writer has seen no living specimenB and knows nothing of the 
colors of this species. 
This species is named in honor of Professor R, lY. Harned, 
for 25 years bead of the Zoology and Entomology Department of 
Mississippi State College, 
Distimniishinr: characters; This is the only species 
known in the United ntates at t'liis time with hooks only on the 
fourth legs of the male. Apparently it is related to 
(Paraoauaharus) paradoxus Ortmann, a Mexican species, which is 
the only other species of Cambarus having hooks only on the 
fourth logs. ("Ortmann, 1006b), The sexual appendages are 
somewhat like those of £. paradoxus but also resemble those 
of the blandingii ;";roup except in bein;: more slender and less 
recurved at the tips. The females differ greatly from C, 
paradoxus in not having the peculiar sternal spine found in 
that species. 
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Biologyt The writer knows nothing: of the biology of thia 
species as this description was written from a study of one male 
and four females in the I'issiBgi-pi State Conef-:e collection, 
bearing only the label "Bayou Bernard near Landon". Presumably 
they were collected by Professor n. IJ, Lobdel 1 about 19S3, 
Distribution: Known only from Mississippi at Bayou Bernard 
(near Gulfport). 
CAITBARU8 (CAMBARELLUS) OHUFELDTII Faxon 
Plate 11, fig. 9; Plate III, fig. 9; Plate IV, fig. 11. 
1884 Canbarus ahufeldtii Faxon, Proc, Amer. Acad. Arts and 
Sci., ^ :134. 
1885 Cainbarus shufeldtii Faxon, Mem, Harvard Mua. Cornp, 
Zool. 10, T'O. 4: 124. fPlates). 
Distini:uishing characters t This is the smallest known 
crawfish in ^he United f3tates, Hature females bearing eggs 
and younK measure inch to 7/8 inch in length. It is so 
small it is likely to ei-ca-ne the atteiiti, n of collctors 
lookinp; for adult specimens. Its small sizo and the presence 
of hooks on the second and third walking legs of the male dis­
tinguish it from any other species in the United States. 
montezumae and its varieties, occurring in Mexico, 
also have hooks on the second and third legs. The rostrum 
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has a sharp acumen, with strong lateral spines, Postorbital 
aplne strong. Single well developed thoracic spines. Branch-
iostegian spine present, also spine at base of antennal scale. 
Telson bispinose. Areola of r.ioderate width. Suborbital angle 
present, Male hand slender and cylindrical; female hand 
shorter and broader. First pair of abdominal legs ending in 
two straight sharp teeth on the outside, with inner part also 
drawn out in a straight supine. The peculiar annulus is best 
described in the words of Faxon as *a transverse curved ridge, 
the hind side of the ridge concave," 
The color of livinr; specimens is characteristic. The 
claws are light and dark olive mottled, as is also the area 
In front of the cervical groove, A wide light stripe extends 
all the way down the dorsal surface to the telson, bordered 
on each side by a narrower dark olive stripe, which is also 
present in the telson, 
Faxon states that this species is distinpniished fro® 
its close relative, £. taontezumae. by having a thoracic spine 
and by its male appendages, those in C., montezumae being re­
curved at the tips with the inner part flattened at the end 
into a spoon-shaped surface. 
Biology; Gpeciraens in 2iU8Sissippi have been collected 
in a clear lake (Tibbee Lake) where water flows in from an 
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artesian well and flora another pool (Rest-a-Whllo Camp, 
Coluraibus) fed by an artesian well, 
A collection by Tfr. J. v.'ard at Tlbbee Lake in late 
October, 1935, contained one female 1th 18 eggs, another 
with 8 egg8, another v^ith 3 youn^ attached, and two others 
without eggs or young. 
Distribution! Illinois, Louisiana, Missiosirpi, 
Mississi ri recordst Tlbbee Lake fnear West Point), 
ColutabuB, 
CAI3ARUS (FAXONIUS) LAUCIFER Hagen 
1870 Oambarus Inncifer. Ha<<en, Mem, Harvard Mus. Corap. 
Zool., 3, T^o, 3:59, 
1894 Cambarua faxonll. Meek, Amer, Nat,, 3811042, 
This species, belonging to the same group as miseiaslBPi-
eneis and C. palmerl. was described by Hagen frora a first form 
male sent to the Museura of Comparative Zoolof-y soinetiine prior 
to 1868 by a Mr. Wailea of Root Pond, I^isaissippi, n locality 
which was unknown even at the time Hagen wrote the description. 
Since the orlf;inal description is in Latin, the writer is 
listing below the distin -uishing characters frora a study of 
the type specimen at Harvard. 
Male, form I, Rostrtim long, with long, slender, sharp. 
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lance-llke acuMien, ita moat distinguishing character; 
deeply excavated, v4 th Ir-ternl spines. Strong postorbital 
spines. P'ingle r^trm;'' thoracic spine with bunch of hairs 
springing from the cervical groove beneath it. Areola linear 
in nidrile with small anterior and larger posterior triangles. 
Antennal scale lon?;^, slender, r/ith stronr; spine at base and 
a smaller one on first joint of antenna, Suborbital angle 
preseiit. Branchioategian spine present. Chelae long, 
slender, Tleros with spine above and below. Double-pointed 
hooks on third walkin;^ lejjs. Posterior part of carapace 
about one-third length of anterior part including acumen. 
First abdominal legs peculiarly twisted, the outer part 
with broad horny tip extenclin beyond the inner T)art which 
has a tip not quite so broad. Because of the twist the 
tips of the inier parts rest on the outside of the cuter 
parts. Proximal segment of telson with one or two spines 
on each side. 
Second form males have insignificant hooks on the 
third walking legs, with no Indication of the double points 
present in the first form males. 
The annulus of the female resembles that of C. blandinf.ii 
acutus. having an overhanging lateral tubercle, 
Biolo;^i Nothing is known of its biology except that 
?!eek found it in the St, Francis River in Arkansas. 
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Dlatrl'butlon! Arkansas and Mississippi. 
Miesiasippi recorda; 1'ype fsom Root Pond (Unknown); 
Vioksbtifg. 
CAMBARUS (FAXONIUS) LtlSSISSlPPlEWSIS Paxon 
Plate I, fig. ?; Plate II, fig. 10; Plate III, fig. 10; Plate IT, 
fig. 1?!. 
1884 Oambarue mieeisaipxiiensia Faxon. Proc. Amer. Aoad. Arts 
and 3ci., P0:123. 
1885 Oambarus miasisslppiensis Faxon. Hem. Harrard Mus. Comp. 
Zool., 10, No. 4:101. fPlates). 
Distinguishing: characters; Rostrum twice as long as 
broad, slightly excavated, without lateral teeth; acumen 
sharp, its length equal to half the width of rostrum between 
eyes. "Areola linear anteriorly to the ?iiddle, with a small 
anterior and a larger posterior tri3.ngular field." (Faxon). 
Antennal scale widest in middle with spine. Postorbital 
ridges ending In short very blunt spines, broken off in some 
specimens. Branchiostegian spine present. Single lateral 
thoracic spine. Proximal segment of telson biaplnose. Sub­
orbital angle weakly expressed. Chelae large, long, inner 
margin of hand short; fingers excised a: base, with dentiform 
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tuberolea on outting edges, one large one on the outer finger; 
iniTnovable finger "bearded at base below, "hlrd pair of legs 
hooked in male. First abdominal legs deeply cleft, both 
branches recurved at tip, outer branch homy and sharp pointed, 
inner branch soft, flattened, and j^rooved on surface next the 
outer branch, 
Second form nale: Hands smaller, hooks on legs Bmaller, 
first abdominal legs stouter and split only short distance 
from tip. Faxon reports the rostrxan with small lateral teeth, 
but several second form males exeimined by the writer show no 
noticeable teeth, although the margins are interrupted 
abruptly, which does not ocnur in the first form male. 
Female: Hands much shorter. Rostrum similar to second 
form male. Annulus deeply excavated anteriorly. 
Color; Living specimens of £. mississi'j-piensis may be 
readily recognized by the peculiar grayish-green mottled 
pattern which covers the hands and the entire dorsal surface 
of the body, but is especially noticeable on the abdomen. 
The hands have dark green splotches on a light green back­
ground. 
Blolofgy; This species may be found in roadside ditches, 
sluggish streams, and r^erhaps ponds in the area in itiich it 
occurs. In a ditch at Egypt the writer found tliig species 
living with C, blandinprii aoutus and an unidentified species, 
probably new. Females carrying eggs sere collected on 
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March 20, the first young hatched on April 3, and raost of 
them were free-swioming four days later. Ttore than 200 
hatched from a single clutch of eggs, "but the inother soon 
ate them. Some mortality of this kind undoubtedly occurs 
in nature. 
Distribution; miesiesipplensia has been recorded 
only frora f'ississippi, but its paresenee in the watershed of 
the Tombigbee would indicate that it night be found in 
western Alabama in the area drained by this stream, 
fclississip-pi records; Egypt, Macon, Gtate College. 
CA?'BA-U3 fFMOlTIUB) CHSASI^RI, new species 
Plate I, fib". 10; Plate III, fig. 11; Plate IV, fig. 13. 
Distinguishlna characters; Vale, form I, Rostrum fair­
ly lon'^, length more lhan twice width between the eyes; 
deeply excavated, taperin,!^ slif htly to the moderately 
prominent lateral spines; acumen short, about one-fifth 
length of rostrum. Antennae reaching about the fifth segment 
of the abdoraen, Antennal scale widest in middle with strong 
terminal spine and fairly prominent basal spine. Strong 
postorbital spine' . Anterior Biargin of carapace slightly 
angulated just above spine at base of antennal scale. 
Branchiostefcian spine present but not prominent. Areola 
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linear with small anterior snd larger posterior triangles. 
Single strong lateral thoracic spine. Caphalothorax 
punctate above and r-;ranulo.ted on sides; posterior trrt more 
than half (i" mm. to '"3 rrm,) length of anterior pai't. Hand 
rather Ion , equal to distance from abdomen to tip of ros­
trum, Palm inflated with fingers flattened. Both movable 
and Immovable fingers bearded rifit'nin at base. Carpus not 
deeply grooved on upper surface; tuberculate above on inner 
margin with a short sharjj spino anteriorly located on upper 
inner margin; inner lateral margin .vith one strong spine 
and two smallor ones; ventral surface with two sharp anterior 
spines. I'eros with two prominent spines on the up\er ridge, 
and one sharp spine at the outer lateral tip and a double row 
of stronii sharp spines beneath. Hooks on third walking legs. 
Sternum with thick bunches of setae about bases of v.-alking 
legs. First abdominal legs cleft for half their length, 
tips curvin;;: at less than right angle; both inner and horny 
outer part ending in slender acute tips; inner part flattened 
and grooved as in H. mississi-oriensls but endini; in sharper 
point. Proximal segment of telson bispinose. 
No second form males or females have been seen by the 
writer. 
This species is not conspicuously colored, but the only 
living male caught had orange tips on the fingers with a dark 
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blue band back of the orange. The hand had dark blue or 
•lolat splotches on a dull ollre background, uhlch Is the 
general body color. 
This species is closely related to £. palmeri but 
apparently is nearest to £. iFaxonius)creolanua Creaser 
(1933), which the writer has not seen. It was collected in 
south central Tlasissir^^i, not greatly diBtant frcci the 
locality of creolanus in Louisiana, It differs from all 
the species of the Faxonlus group represented in the Kuseum 
of Comparative Zoology and in the National ttuseum. It ia 
named in honor of Dr. E. P. Creaser who has made substantial 
additions to liie information about the crawfishes of the 
United States. 
Although this species greatly resembles creolanus. 
judging: from the description of the latter, it apparently 
differs sliprhtly in the form of the sexual appendages, in 
the ratio of the posterior section of the cephalothorax 
to the anterior, in the length of the antennae, and in lack­
ing a faint median carina on the rostrum. 
Biology! The one specimen caught was taken with a net 
by dipping in a swollen, swiftly-flowing stream. The writer 
knows nothing of its reproductive or food habits, 
Distributiont Known only from a single first form male 
taken at Brookhaven, I'ie-'issippi, by the writer on November 13, 
1935. 
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OAiaARUS (OAffBARUS) DIOGENES Qirard 
Plate I, fig. 11; Plate II, fig. 11; Plate III, fig. 12; Plate 
Vf, fig. 14. 
185S Oambarua dlogenes. Girard, Proc, Aoad. Hat. «5oi, Phila,, 
6!88. 
1&70 Cambarus obesus. Hagen, Mem, Harrard Mua. Ooiap. Zool., 
2, Mo. 3:81. CPlates). 
1885 Oambarus dlogenes. Faxon, Hem. Harrard Mus, Comp. Zool., 
10, ^Jo. 4:71 
1931 Oambarua dip gene 3. Ortmann, Ann. Carnegie 'Ms., 20:158. 
PiBtinrailshinf oharaoters: Rostrum short, moderately 
excavated, sides coverging; no lateral spines, acxiaien short, 
triangular. Areola linear in middle with small anterior and 
larger posterior triangles. Antennal scale rectans^lar, very 
small. Tio postorbital, branch!ostegian, or lateral thoracic 
spines. Telson bisplnose usually, but trispinose in some 
specimens; basal segment shorter than terminal sepient. Eye 
small, suborbital angle well defined. Claws broad and massive. 
Hooks on third walkin' legs. First abdominal legs of wale with 
two right-angled curved tips, tjrpical of this group, the 
outer tip horny, the inner soft. Second form male with both 
tips soft, blunt end shorter. Annulus ventralis of female 
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oval-shaped, with hicb steep walls, rounded at the top. 
The color of dlogenes Is a brownish or olirc-^reen, 
lacking the brilliant merkingg of the related species, £. 
dioKenes ludovicianu8» In size it Is one of the largest 
species, the writ(!r havin;; captured one specimen 155 mm, 
in length, v?ith the carapace 51 gipi, wide. 
Gome of the specimens in the ?'0tional Tuf^euni and in the 
J useum of Comparative Zoology labeled as ciioerenes are almost 
indistin£,:ui3hable frcn the variety ludovicianus v'hich varies 
ijreatly in several characters. In the T'isnissirpi f^tate 
College collection there is a specimen identified by Dr. 
Faxon as ciio'^^nes livhich is entirely different from some in 
the 'National -^uaeum and at Harvard. Ortmann ^1931, p, 156) 
calls attention to the differences between the eastern and 
western forms of dlogenee and mentions intergradlng specimen® 
from ".'ennessee. It is possible that careful study of living 
specimens mi^ht result in a change in the ^resent status of 
these species, perhaps even restoring the name obesus ^Tiven 
by Hagen (1870, p, 81.) to a specimen from ?'onticello, Misn-
issippi. 
Biology; diogenes is a burrowing species but may 
also be found in ditches, ponds, and streans. The writer 
has captured some at ni[;ht emerging from their large open-
mouthed burrows during heavy rains, and has also found them 
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at nip;ht In shallow ditches within a few feet of their burrow® 
in the side of the ditch. Tlo feraales with eggs or young 
attached have been observed by the writer. Turner ^19?6) 
records observations of such females by Pearse, Hay, !7in iarnsoi^ 
Bundy, Harris r^nd Ortman d'xrinf^ the months of January, April, 
Jfay, nnd June, 
Distribution; Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, District of 
Colurabia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maryland, ''ichigan, Ttinnesota, Mississir^'-i, nissouri, Febraska, 
New Jersey, TTew York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Ontario, 
Pennsylvania, Vir^.-inla, West Virginia, V/isconsin, -'yominf^, 
Mississi^^pi records: This species is -orobably widely 
distributed in ^ 'isaissi- i, but on account nf its burrowing, 
nocturnal habits it is seldom collected, in contrast to £, 
diogenes ludovicianus which seeas to be second only to C_. 
blandingii acutus in general occurrence. Srvecimens have been 
collected at State College, Eupora, Muldon, Corinth. 
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OAI,IBARUS (CA"BARUS) DIOGENES I^UDOVICIATTUS Faxon 
Plate II, fig. 18; Plate III, fig. 13; Plate I?, fig. 15. 
1884 Qambarus dio.- ones var. ludovioiana. Faxon, ?TOC. Aner, 
Aoad, ArtG 3ci,, 30:144, 
1914, Oambarua dio^.:ene9 ludovioianus. Fajcn, !.ren. Harvard 
Ifus. Comp. Zool., 40, No. 8r4?6. 
Pi91inguish 1 ng characters: This is one of the !nost 
common crawfish in ITissiseit^pi and should be readily recogniz­
ed when alive by the bxilliant red markings on the green 
background. The red color is found on the margins of the 
rostrum, the postorbital ridges, bordering the diotal edges 
of each joint of the chelipeds, the tips of the fini^ers, the 
dorsal posterior margin of each segment of the abdomen, and 
on the outer border of the lobes of the telson. Gome 
specimens may show more red than others and occasionally 
orange or yellow tints add to the striking appearance of 
this handsome species. 
Preserved speciiaens greatly resemble diogenes 
but may be distinguished by the form of the anterior part 
of the carapace which is full and rounded in C, dip .enes 
but converges sharply in ludovtcianus with the sides of the 
carapace dropping almost vertically from the postorbital 
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ridgea. The rostrum In aorae apeelrnens is slightly concave 
between the eyes. The suborbital angle Is more pronounced than 
in £, diop-enea. The areola Is obliterated in ludovicianus. 
usually linear in diogenes* The abdomen is lonfrer and wider 
than in diogenes. In size it is fully equal to dlogenes 
or larger. A large male in the collection, with claws 
extended, measures 205 rm. The hand is nmi. wide and the 
movable finger 48 mm, long. Length of antenna to first 
Joint 91 nnn. "he r-riter has observed no marked differences 
in the male appendages. The annulun ventralis of the female 
consists of a strnn(?: circular wall -"yith a large open central 
cavity, 
BioloPTv: The burrows of this species may be found 
along ditches or streams just above the normal water level. 
Such burrows usually open into the streajn at the bottom. 
Burrows ?nay ^Ibo be found, in lov/ fields or pastures, in which 
case thf crawfish is at the water level several feet below. 
In captivity this species will eat insects or meat, but shows 
no interest in grasses or clovers, 
A female with about 50 eftp^s attached and the empty shells 
of many o.hers wan received from Corinth on April 
Another v;ith ef^-c^s attached was received frow the same locality 
on May PO, 
Distributiont This species is recorded from Louisiana, 
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Indiana, end Mlasiseippi, but probably occurs in other southern 
states. 
lIlBSisslpri records; Found in all partr o-^ the state 
apparently. Collections from: Landon ''near Gulfport), Corinth, 
Broofchaven, Porterville, Jackaon, Collins, Foselle, Florence, 
Louin, Rosedale, Boj'^ue Cliitto, 
CAlffiARUB (CAJtB/xRUS) LATIMANUS LeConte 
Plate II, fig. 13; Plate III, fig. 14; Plate IV, fi,<?. 16. 
1855 Aetacus latimanua. LeConte, Proc, Acad, Nat. nci, Fhila., 
7:402. 
1870 OambaruB latimanua. Hagen, Mera. Harvard Mus, Comp, Zool., 
2f No. 3:83. 
1885 Cambarus latiroanue. Faxon, Mem. Harvard Hus. Comp, Zool., 
10, No. 4:69. 
1903 Cambarus latimanue atriatus. Hay, Proo. U.S.Nat. Mus., 
25:''37. 
1914 Cambarus latimanus. Faxon, Mem. Harvard Mus. Comp, Zool., 
40:395. 
Pi91inr'ui.qhinr? characters: This species so frreatly 
resenbles C,. dic^enea in general appearance and in so many 
morphological ch?.raoters that it ia difficult to separate them, 
especially since there are :;;eograp]iioal races of both sneciea. 
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The rostrum is broad, deeply excavated, with short triangular 
eottmen and no lateral spines. The areola is r^ractically 
obliterated and is longer than in diogenee. The hands are 
heavy and broad, of the same shape as diogenes. The carpus 
in most cases has paired or seemingly double spines of almost 
the same size on the inner surface as commred with one strong 
apine and other small ones in diog:eneg. There are no post-
orbital or lateral thoracic spines. The cervical groove is 
not interrupted. Proximal segment of telson is bispinose. 
Third walkini; legs armed with hooks. The male sex appendages 
have the same form as in dioFrenes. 
The annulus ventralis of the fen'-le is oval-shaped, with 
high steep walla and rounded at the top. A shallow depression 
leads up the face of the anterior wall, becomes deeper, 
winds to the right or left (of 5 females examined, the 
depression swung to the right in 4), then back to the middle 
of the posterior wall, which is continuous. 
The color apparently varies considerably. It is reported 
as usually being a greenish gray or a reenish brown, but 
several specimens captured by the writer had at the time of 
capture a decidedly blue-green color which soon faded from the 
preserved material. 
Bioloa-y: This species apparently lives under about the 
same conditions as £. diogenes. The writer has captured them 
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at night during a heavy rain in shallov/ rivulets of water on 
the surface of the ground. 
Distribution; Known in South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, 
Tennessee, and ^Mississippi. 
Mi3f;i83ippi records: West Point, Rtate College, 
CATTBARUS (CAT^BARUS) ARCrlLLICOLA Faxon 
Plate II, fig. 14; Plate III, fig. 15; Plate IV, fig. 17. 
1884 Carabarus arKillicola. Faxon, Proo. Amer. Acad, Arts and 
Sci., 20:115. 
1885 Cambarus arpcillicola. Faxon, Mem. Harvard Mus. Oomp. 
Zool., 10, Ho. 4:78, (Plates), 
Distinsruislilnp: characters; Resembles C. diogenea 
but is much smaller. Rostrum short, broad, depressed at tip, 
well excavated, with marked foveola at base; acumen short, 
without lateral spines. Areola linear or obliterated in 
middle. Antennal scale small, rectangular. No suborbital 
angle. Telson bispinose usually. Hooks on third walking 
legs. Immovable fin; er bearded at base, although IJis^'issippl 
specimens have only slight beards as compared with the types. 
First abdominal legs of male with two tips curved at right 
angles, typical of this group. Annulus ventralis of female 
resembles that of C,. diogenee. 
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The non-anf^ulated anterior margin of the carapace ia the 
best character to distin'ailsh this species fr^im small specimens 
diogenes. In size and Keneral appearance it is very 
much like C, lobdelll. but, may be distin -uished by the longer 
rostrxim, rotinded epistomn, larger rectanjiyular antennal scale, 
less inflated palm, the absence of stronr bristlesbetween the 
two rows of teeth on the under side of the meros, and the 
presence of a spine on the under side of the first joint of 
the antennule midway its length. 
Biolof:y; C, arp.illlcola is n burrowing species and in 
l'is3issippi seerns to prefer sandy land where the water table 
is not too far below the surface, he writer has collected 
them at the entrance of their burrows at night durim; a heavy 
rain. Their burrows usually have rather tall slender chimneys 
which are frequently blocked about an inch from the top. 
Turner C19S6) records several observations of females carrying 
eggs or younp;, all in April, made by Pearse, Hay and Williamson, 
No female v/ith epgs or young has been collected in iCississiyiri 
durinf' this study. 
Distribution; Ohio, Indiana, Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, 
Louisiana, I'ississippi, Alabama, Texas, 
Misslssj-pDi records: Bay St, Louis, v/est Point, 
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CAifBARTIS (CAI.?BA"US) LOBDT'lLLI new species 
Plate II, fig. 15; Plate ITI, fi^. 16; Plate IV, fig. 18. 
Male, form I .  Rostrum very short, broad, depressed at 
tip, well excavated, with distinct foveola at base; acumen 
short, obtusely triangular, without lateral spines. Areola 
obliterated in middle. Postorbital spines, suborbital angle, 
and branchiostejrian spines ninsing. Cervical groove sinuate, 
hardly interrupted, without lateral thoracic spines. Antenn-
iil scale very snail, almost rectangular, but .vider at distal 
end. Antermules lack the usual spine on the under side of the 
first joint tiidway its lenf^th. Kpistoma obtusely triangular 
or broadly oval, almost truncate. Chelae massive, palm 
greatly inflated; itniiaovable finger bearded ot base; both 
fini';ers excised at base, two or three large tubercles on 
cut ing edge of each. Carpus vith strong spine on inner mar­
gin and lesser spine beneath. ?feros broad and flat, smooth 
dorsal mar-zin and only small tubercles e n outer and inner 
margins beneath. Third walking legs hooked. Fourth legs 
with horny plate at base. Telson bispinose, with very 
small spines on uropods not reachin^:^ to margin. First ab­
dominal legs ffith two tips curved st right angles typical of 
this c?roup, the outer tip horny. 
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The female has the same apfpearanoe as the male, the 
forra of the chelae beinp; the sane in "both sexes. The annulus 
ventralis of *he female is of the dlofrenes type, a wide 
break in the anterior wall vith an inner fossa swinging to 
the right, then back to a suture in the middle of the 
posterior wall, 
Thi!? is a small species, two males Tneasurins; 6'~ mm, 
and 63 wm,, respectively, while two fe?nales measured 70 mn, 
each from ip of telson to tips of extended chelae, 
PistinKuishinp: characters; This is readily recornlzed 
as belonging to the diop.-cnes jjroup but nay be dlstin; uished 
from small specimens of diot.ones by the absence of a sub­
orbital angle. C, argillicola also has no suborbital annle 
but £. lobdelll may be distinpiuished by the f;!sorter rostrian, 
the ver/ obtusely trlanimlar or broadly oVc?l epistoma, a nore 
inflated ]^al!?l and the absence of the spine on the under sur­
face of the first joint of the antennules. Like C. arrilllcola 
this species has a, beard at the base of the immovable fixv^er, 
but it is heavier tlaan in specimens of ar'lllicola collected 
in Kissisalppi. 
This species is named in honor of Professor R. N, Lobdell, 
who apparently collected it In 19??3, but did not describe it. 
In the Mississippi State.- College collection tlds species was 
found in the same jar with C, harnedi and the only information 
given wae} "Bayou Beimard near Landon*. 
Biology; The writer knows nothing of the Ijlology of 
this species. 
Distribution! Known only from Tiississlppl at Bayou 
Bernard ("ear Gulfport), 
CA!IBARUS (PAXOHELLA) CLYPEATUS Hay 
Plate I, fig. 1^; Plate II, fig. 16; Plate 1^1, fig. 17; 
Plate IV, fig. 19. 
1899 Oambarug clypeatas. Hay, -roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., P.2: 13?, 
1914 Cambarus clypeatus. Faxon, Mem. Harvard Hus. Comp, Zool 
40, No. 8:401. 
1933 Faxonius clypeatus. Greaser, Univ. Mich. Mus. Zool. 
Occas. I'apers, No. 275, p. 19. (Plates). 
1933 Cambarus clypeatus. Creaser, Pub, Univ. Okla. Biol, 
Survey, 5:40, 
Pistlngulshimv characters: The males of this species 
may be recognized at once since no other species in the 
United ntates normally carries the first abdominal legs with 
the tip of one crossed over the tip of the other or has the 
inner branch of the leg only one-third the length of the 
outer homy branch. The rostrum is al;:;ost plane, slightly 
excavated, without lateral spines or noticeable acumen. 
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Areola wide. Antennal scale large, '>?ide8t at middle, ^Ine 
at base of soale and another at base of antenna. Postorbital 
spines in some specimens, lacking in others. Weak branchiosteg-
ian spines, no lateral thoracic spines. Basal segment of tel-
son bispinose. (Hay states that there are four or more, but in 
all the specimens examined by the writer there are only two 
well developed spines on each side.) TTo suborbital anple. 
Strong hooks on third legs of first form Bjales, very weak in 
second form. Outer branch of the first abdominal l^s of 
the male long, slender, and horny in the first form, ending in 
a sharp point; inner branch soft, reaching only one third the 
length of the outer. In the second fonn both branches are 
soft and somewhai larger tiian in the first form, the outer 
ending in a straight sharp point. 
The annulus of the female is eubcircular, with a low 
anterior opening on one side of center, the fissure bending 
sharply back under the anterior walls, whence it winds about 
returning to the middle and splitting the posterior wall 
in the center line usually, but soraetiihes to one side of the 
center. 
The color of livin;: specimena collected by the writer 
is mottled olive-green with reddish tinges. A wide liffiht 
stripe with definite boundaries extends down the dorsal sur­
face of the body from the base of the rontrura to the telson. 
••88— 
There is also a light stripe on each side of the abdomen, 
separated from the light center stripe by an olive-:;reen 
stripe. This differs sliprhtly from Greaser's description. 
This is apparently a rather small species. Hay's type 
was S inches long. Greaser mentions one specimen ^1,2 mm. 
In length nhile the largest specimen studied by the writer 
18 the sarae length (1 5/8 inches froa telson tip to rostruni 
tip, and inches frotn telson tip to tip of claws.) 
This speciGS was described In 1899 by Professor vV. p. 
Hay from a single female cauf^ht in a small boat at Bay St, 
Louis, !Ti8SiS8ippi, by the U, n. Biological Hurvey in 189??, 
It was not fovmd again until 1931 when E. ?. Greaser, on an 
expedition for the University of Michigan, took it in south-
em Alabama and Louisiana, He redescribed the species, 
giving the characters of both first and second form males, 
which had not been known until that time. 
Biolopry; Specimens were collected by the writer in a 
small clear pool where a typical "Piney Woods" branch crossed 
a hlj^hway. It was found in comr>any with £, evictus. Mr. J. P. 
Kislanko of 'Wiggins collsoted this species, again with evictus. 
"from a shallow pool in a roadside ditch. The ditch was dry 
until recent rains,* This indicates strong-ly that it is a 
burrowing species, as Greaser has suxraised. Mr. H. Sladney 
of Ocean Springs collected several specimens at Handsboro In 
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a roadside ditoh in company with £. olarkii. Mr, 0. L. Bond 
also found thorn in a roadside ditch at ?'os8 "oint. 
No females y/ith ecgs have been found, although these 
collections were made on March 29 (all males), May 30, 
Hovember ''0, and Deoewber 14-, 
Distribution: Alabama, Louisiana, Ifissinsirpi, Olclahoaa. 
mssiaslnpi records: Handsboro, l^cliain, Hoss Point, 
Wigfjins, all in the extreme southern part of the state. 
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THE BIOLOGY AND OOKTROL OF OAKBARUS HAQENIAITOS 
FAXON ATTD I TO SUBSPECIES 
Introduotlon 
The distribution of this species and its subspecies 
in 'llsslssi pl and Alabama has been mentioned briefly already 
(page 43). '-he accompanying map (fi;_^ure 4) indicates the 
areas probably occupied by each subspecies based on present 
records. 0. hagenianus hagenlanus apparently is the only 
one of the i;roup which extends into -Uabama, although no 
extensive survey has been made in that state. Each sub­
species seejns to be entirely separated from the others. 
£• hagimianus forestae is loiown only in the Central Prairie 
soil belt of the Btate, while £, hagenlanus hagenicmus 
oocU' ies a strip of the Ilortheast Prairie extending south­
ward from Tibbee Oreek and swinging eastward into Alabama 
toward HontgomeiTr. Speciaens received from Allenville, 
Alabama are indistia.ulshable from those occurring araind 
State College and llacon. 2.* hagenlanus evansii is found 
in the lime soils north of ' Ibee Creek and west of the 
Tombigbee River, hagenlanus carrl has been found only 
ALA UISS. 
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rigure 4. The prairie aeotlone of wisqissippi nm: Alabama, 
showing the areas knovm to be infested with 
Oaiiibarug hagenianus Faxon and its subspecies 
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at Houston and la apparently adapted to the Flatwood soil belt. 
Further collecting- is necessary to outline the exact range. 
The prairie soil tyrjes in which crawfish damage is 
greatest are known as "black prairie" and "post oak", both 
derived from the v/eathering of the undorlyini; limestone, or 
Selma Chalk. The "black prairie" soil is fittin^^ly named and 
is one of the most productive soils of the state, being 
especially adapted to clovers and other legui^es and grasses. 
The "post oak" soil is generally of a yellowish-gray color 
and receives its nrme from the typical post oak elands found 
on it. It is usually not so fertile as the black soil but is 
very satif^factory farm land. 
In these sections the crawfish infestations are not 
Civntinuous, as some farris niay be heavily infested while only 
a few hundred yards away there taay be few or none. Apr>arently 
the iiiost desirable conditions are provided when a layer of 
limestone occurs fifteen to twenty-five feet below the aurface 
and so lying as to prevent the escape of the soil water. 
Under such conditions heavy infestations may be found on 
rather steep slopes or even on hilltops. 
Economic importance. 
Since the first settlement of the Northeast Prairie 
section of llisrissippi, damage by craw:fl8h has been regarded 
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as one of the hazards to farming there. Maximum infestations 
range from about 5000 burrows per acre in the soils around 
State College and Otarkville to 15000 or more oer acre in 
Clay, eastern Chickasaw, and western '''onroe Counties, ':ith 
such infestations a crop of cotton or corn mny be almost 
completely destroyed 'uring a warm rainy ni -ht in April, May, 
or early June, AlthoU;yh older cotton plants may be damaged, 
the heaviest loss occurs when tho seedlings are only two 
or three inches above ^^round and before secondary leaves 
appear. Oo' on is apparently preferred, but younr com 
plants suffer about as much. Crops may bt. replanted and 
destroyed several times before a final stand is secured. 
In a field where a stand of com was secured only after four 
plantings ill ere were 34 burrows in a measured apace 10 fe * i  u  
aqviare. The repeated loas of seed adds considerable to the 
cost of the crop and the replanting must be done at a time 
when Ell labor on the farn is badly needed for hoeing and 
other operations. Furthermore, since the advent of the boll 
weevil it usually has not been practical to replant cotton 
as the late crop is often e7;po8ed to heavy attaclcs by this 
insect. Stands of alfalfa and clover in ueadows are damaged 
to some extent while the chimeys over the burrows are 
serious obstacles to the use of the mowing machine. 
Biology 
since this crawfish spends practically all of Its 
life in deep burrows in the ground, a study of its life 
history is not a siraple matter. The excavation of a sinr^le 
burrow usually requires hours of back—breaking toil. Host 
of the occasions when it is out of the burro.v ocour during 
heavy or long-continued rains at ni;;^ht. For more than a 
year the jritsr spent practically every rainy nif^ht, both 
winter and sumraer, in slicker and hip boots collecting and 
making fla8hli:?ht observations. 
In addition to the field observations studies were con­
ducted in the laboratory by means of two large glass cages 
with 3" compartraents filled with soil and standinr? in about 
six inches of water. Young and adults of both sexes were 
placed in these cages singly and in pairs. Five-gallon jars 
and large enataeled dish pans partially filled '.vith soil also 
made very satisfactory cages. Field cages were prepared by 
locating an uninfested area . nd drillin,.; artificial burrows 
about three feat deep in plats which vjere covered and enclosed 
on all sides ffith small raesh heavy wire screen. Various 
coabinations of the subspecies of C,. hagenianus were placed In 
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theae cages but it was soon found that the females killed, the 
males at the first opportunity. Observations were difficult 
to make so these outdoor cages were cbendoned. It was found 
that specimens in the laboratory cages apparently made normal 
growth anyhow, makixi,'; the field oat^-es unnecessary. V/hen first 
caught, this cpecies is very restlea • and for three or four 
days will try ceaselessly to escape from containers, but after 
this time t.hey become quiet and will lie motionlesB for long 
periods unles . disturbed. 
General habits. 
Burrows. As previously stated, this is a true biixrowing 
species and its burrows are located without any relation to 
surface water, '"he burrows are from one to two inches? in 
diameter and p;enerally extend downward with slight deviations 
froni the vertical, (fir. 5), Burrow# frequently have t-^ro or 
three branch openings which sorietiraes enter the main burrow 
at alr;os-t right ciii.;;le3, increasin the difficulty of applying 
control measures. In sod land or Meadows burrows may often 
open under a clump of grass or stool of alfalfa and may not 
be covcrod by a ohinney, althoui^'h chimneys are built in large 
numbers in such fields. he depth of the burrow varies '.vith 
the time of y<..ar. Durinfj the winter and early sirring when 
the ground is saturated with water, the crawfish may be found 
I 
Figure 5. A burrow of Cambarue hstgenlanus evansi. excavated 
to a depth of approximately 10 feet, showing two 
outlets to the surface and a double ohan el in 
two seotiona of the burrow. 
within two to six feet of the surface, havinr-f blocked their 
burrows with mud a few feet from the top. For example, in 
17 burrows excavated on October 8 after a few heavy'rains 
the water level was 3'"- inches from the surface and specimens 
were found at depths varying from 3'^ inches to 19, inches, 
averajfinK 50 inches. In the same location three week"' later, 
after more rain, the water in the burrows was only 8 Indies 
from the surface H.nc' specimens Idlled by poison wfrrr- found at 
12 ; nd 18 inch depths. A burrow excavated in June was ten 
feet in depth, while some in July were found by Lobdt 11 flf'l"^) 
to be about 14 or 15 feet deep, endinp in limestone. After 
observiri;; i.he cons ruction of several chimneys on T;he burrows 
of this species, it is the writer's opinion that they are 
merely the result of the r^ilin^ of the pellets of excav;. ued 
nflid around the opening; and orobably serve no useful purpose, 
« 
Kot ill individuals construct chimneys as nu-ny burrows way 
be found without thera. The writer kept a number of adults 
in rjlass cages of soil with the bases resting in about six 
inches of v/ater and some of the specimens worked tirelesrrly, 
piling up large mounds of nnid, while others a few inches away 
under identical conditions made no effort to build chimneys. 
Also sowe individuals would seal the entrance to the burrows 
and others under the sa-ie co nditions would leeve them open, 
A young male placed in a cage on September 17 sealed his 
burrow at once and did not open it until October 6, while an 
adult female reopened hers in less than 48 hours. 
Food and feedinrr habits. This spccies undoubtedly gets 
most of its food froi^ vegetable sources but also relishes 
earthworms and other animal foods, inclucUng weak or tnolting 
individuals o f  its own kind. Cotton, Com, alfalfa, clovers, 
vetch, and various s^rasses are readily eaten. Cotton seeds 
are quickly hulled and. the contents connunied, uTii?e preen 
food is px-eferred, the writer has observed r?iany individuals 
tu^ins away at clunips of dry brommsedge ju?::t as thou.h it 
were a choice delicacy. One wan noticed carryinf- a dead oak 
leaf into its burrow. 
Foraging is done only at nij^ht and especially on rainy 
nights ^hen the temperature is above 55° Fahrenheit, At air 
temperatures of about 55° F. and lower this species iTjay be 
found 3it inp; at the raouth of the burrows at ni{-;ht, especially 
if it is raininf-;, but they are not likel?/ to leave the burrow 
for any foraging; as shown in these extracts from field notes; 
Hec, 9—Drizzlin:' rain all day, almost nleet. V.'ent 
out on pasture at 7:00 P.'> an-^ stayed for an 
hour. A few crawfish in the entr-^ncen of 
the "burrows but not one ovitside. Probably 
too cold, tr":irerature 54o F. A fe^ green 
alfalfa leaves in burrows, indicatinf; recent 
feeding. 
Dec. 11—Went out at 7:00 A.H. after rain all night 
but no crawfish out, "aine<i all day. 
Out again at 6:30 temperature 48® F. 
Caught one half-grown female crawling and 
saw good many slttln?^ in entrances to 
burrows. 
Feb. 7 Rained all day but only slight mist at 7lOO 
P.H, No sif^s of erawfigh even at ontrnnces 
of burrows. Air leiioperatxire droppia^ rapidly— 
380 F, Water in burrow IP. inches from surfnce, 
50O F. 
Feb, 8—Temnerfiture at Br 0 A.!'.—16° F, In lAboratory 
38° F. 
Feb, 9—TeriT® raturt. at 8tOO —9-^0 F, 
Feb. 14—Drizzled occasiionally durinr day -ivith showers 
between 8:0;) and 9j00 P.F. \Tent out on golf 
course ab ut 9:30 P.M. and frund many crawl in 
around, l;irge numbers nitting in mouths of 
burrows, Home outtlm; clover, others trying 
to get back into holes already oocupiod. Air 
terarerature, 60° F, ^lir:ht drizzle '.nost of 
time. In liir hours caij{jht 178 fL^ciales nnd 4 
males. 
Feb, 17—fJhowers and nisty drl-zle all day. Out at 
7:00 P.!'., but no crawfish out ritliough xhey 
were sitting in their burrows as the water 
stood at the top of the holes. Air temperature 
540 F. 
While both sexes may be found forn^'inp; et some distance 
from their burrows, the vrriter has observed the m.-^les ran^jing 
much mo'-e widely. Females will usually be found tugrcing at 
bunches of grass or clover only s few inches from tho burrow 
or carrylnfr a handful of forage back to the entrance, while 
males are generally moving in a definite direction and seem 
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in a hurry to reach their destin tion. Just what diJJtanoes 
they will go for food the writer is unable to state, but 
fresh alfalfa leoves rere once found in a cloanly cultivated 
field about one hundr- d feet from an alfalfa meado?/, ihether 
they always tjry to return t.o their own burrow is also unkiiovm 
for the ^sriter has observed uiany of thera attempting to get in 
burrows already occupied and j-uarded. 
This species is able to live for lonr; periods vYi!,hout 
food. Oovie younr: specimens about a year old were kept 
in tap water v7ithout food from October 9 until June 8 of ihe 
"ollowi!!year, or 8 months, 'hey were not dead but the 
experiment was closed as the v.ritcr was leavinr: hor.'c for 
several months. T-/o adult females lacecl in individual 
containers with only soil and water on T'loy "^7, 1933, lived 
without food \intil I'arch 6 and Varch 14, 1934, except for 
a few cotton seed given thera once during the previous Jxine. 
Reaction to physical factors. As previously indicated, 
the activity of this crawfish is governed to a large extent 
by temperature, 'he water deep in the burrow probably 
never gets warnier than 70 to 75° F. in ^iumMcr nor colder than 
50^ in "syinter. In laboratory tests of both sexes of J2,. 
hagenianus and _0. hagenianus evansl in ice Nvater they becaiae 
sluggish at about 48 to 50° F. Almost 11 activity ceased 
at 40 to 42°, althdUf^h sli(';ht riiovuments of legs and .ntennae 
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were noticed at 36 to 380. There was no mortality in cages 
in the laboratory when the temperature durini^ a. cold epell 
fell to 38*^ F. for a good part of the night and the same 
was tirue of a batch placed in a refrigerator over night at 
a temperature of 44° F, A group of both species and sexes 
showed restles'^ness when the tap water in which they were 
placed was raised from 78° F, to 95° for 30 minutes. Further 
raising it to 98° for 10 minutes produced increased restless-
nesf> with abdomens elevated in the water. At 100° they began 
turning; over on their sides, but all recovered when placed- in 
fresh tap water at 78® after remaining two winutes at the 
higher temperature. In another test half of them were killed 
by a minute exposure to 10S° F, after reraaining 30 ;iinutes at 
o o 
.2-94 and 10 minutes at 96-98 , Temperature has a marked 
effect on the results with sane poisons as will be noted later. 
Although moisture is absolutely esf^ential for crawfish 
and this species does not usually leave its bura'ow except 
durinp; nights with rain or heavy dew, it is able to survive 
in the laboratory for rather long periods under adverse 
conditions, A young male placed on damp soil with water 12 
inches below, made no effort to burrow to the water and lived 
37 days on top of the soil. In another case a number of 
young males and females on moist soil had suffered no ill 
effects when moved at the end of 18 days. However, those 
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whloh fall to return to their burrows on rainy nights die 
quickly if exposed to sunshine the next morning. 
In captivity crawfish naturally try to hide from light 
as their burrows are dark at all times. In collecting them 
with a flashlif^ht they usually do not retreat from the light 
but the motion of the hand in front of thetn will cause them 
to dart back at once. The light apparently blinds them. 
Other investigators have dealt with the responses of craw­
fish to food, contact, and other physical stimuli, and no 
effort was made in this investigation to study any factors 
except those which might have some value in connection with 
control measures. 
Life history 
Mating. Mating has never been observed in this species, 
but the writer believes it probably occurs on the surface of 
the ground on warm, rainy spring ni' hts, as this is the most 
favorable time for the sexes to meet, although clo;?e observatioi 
on many such nights has failed to find a pair in copulation. 
The females usually destroy any males paired with them in 
captivity and this may also arur In nature to cause the un­
equal ratio of the sexes which will be discussed later. The 
writer has never found both sexes In the same burrow, nor, in 
fact, two adults in one burrow. 
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0vlpo8ltlon. This species lays eggs in the fall, 'he 
earliest date on which the writer found egg-bearing females 
was October 6 but some individuals undoubtedly oviposit in 
September for on one occasion a tiny pink specimen apparently 
about 10 days old 7/aa found on October 9, ]5t:gs and very tiny 
yoting were found as late as December. Observations on egg-
bearing females can be made only by excavating the burrows, 
for although thousands of females have been caur:;ht at the 
surface of the p:round on rainy nip;hts, not one has been found 
with ep:gs. Only a small percentage of the feraaies produce 
young each year. Of 93 adult females dug from individual 
b\irrow8 during October, Tloveraber, and December, 1933, when 
eggs or young should have been present, only two carried eggs 
and only one burrow contained recently-hatched young. Of 57 
females dug from burrows in ihe fall of 1933, three had a 
total of 9 young and six others carried a total of 11 eggs. 
The number of eg::s laid by this species, averaging probably 
25 to 30, is very small corapsred to the hundreds produced by 
0. misflisaippiensis and 0. dloKenes ludovicianus. Since the 
young are confined in the burrow with the mother for many 
nonths, it is doubtful if this species feeds on its young 
as do those living in streams and lakes. 
Incubation. Although it was not possible to determine 
the exact period from ovipositlon to hatching, since all 
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females with eggs had already oviposited when capttired, 
sereral weeks are required for incubation in this species. 
A female captured on October 8 v/ith about 30 eggs was placed 
in a large dishpan with an Island of raud and turf in the center 
and water surrounding. A burrow was made for her, which she 
accepte(5 and in which she remained sealed for several weeks. 
On November 9 she was reiTioved and examined, at which time the 
eggs were very reddish with the outline of the embryo showing 
plainly throi^^h the membranous shell. On November 15 they 
hod hatched but were still attached to the mother. A week 
, later they had all left and were hidden in the mud. Only 
six hatched, as the female gradually lost the eggs in crawl­
ing around through the mud. This usually ha ripens in nature 
also, for the average number of young found in the burrows 
was 5 or 6, with a maximum of "XD. 
Molting. This species probably differs very little 
in its molting from others that have been studied. The 
excellent work of Andrews (I 'O?) could hardly be improved 
upon, and no extensive effort was -made in this investigation 
to record the number of molts or intervals between as the 
economic basis of the study did not require this information. 
It was observed that there is a difference in the amount of 
molting from year to year which the writer is unable to 
explain. All of the young caught in the fall of 1933 molted 
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wlthin a few weeks, while of a large number apparently of the 
same age caught in the fell of 1933, including 20 in one burrow 
on October 6, not a single individual had molted by fTarch ^0, 
1934, althouf^h kept under exactly the same conditions as fiur-
ing the previous fall. Adults also showed a higher percentage 
of rnolts in 193^, 
The color in this speciea may be cihanged by molting, as 
some reddish individuals became pale blue after molting. 
Sex ratio. The adult females far outnumber the males of 
£• hagenianue proper, all collectionrs showing: this unequal 
ratio. A few examples of collections, taken at random, are: 
February 8- Hales 10. . ..Females 175 
February 14 Itales 4 Females 178 
March 24 '^'iales 6 Females 351 
Hovember 8 l^ales 0 Females 38 
This unequal proportion could be due to a greater pro­
pensity of the females to come out and wander around on 
rainy nights, but the excavation of poisoned and unpoisoned 
burrows indicates that this is not the case. Of 105 adult 
burrows excavated .during one fall, 8S cont ained females and 
17 had males. The sexes occur in about equal numbers at 
hatching and until they begin to construct burrows of their 
own. Of BP, younr: caught in several burrows during a certain 
period, 38 were females and 34 were males. In the largest 
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number found in a single burrow—'^0, there were 1? males 
eind 8 females. 
The sroall number of males may be due to the murderous 
nature of the females as they killed the males in practically 
every case v/here they were confined in pa.irs, Al^o, as 
previously mentioned, the males range farther away from their 
burrows during rains and more of them may be caught by enemies, 
or, failing to find their own burrows on returning may be 
killed when they enter those occupied by females. 
This unequal ratio does not exist in C.. hagenianus evanai. 
as a collection of lOOO individuals on one occasion contained 
527 females and 473 males. Only a amall number of specimens 
of £. haR'onianuB carri and hagenianus forestae have been 
collected, so no study of the sex ratios in these has been i/ade. 
Maturity and lonp:evity. The mode of life of this species 
under natural conditions and the Jiasards of rearing it in the 
labore;tory over the lon^; time necessary for accurate data on 
maturity and longevity make definite information difficult to 
secure. During this study the writer made several attempts 
to rear young from the egg to the adult but in only one case 
wa even partially successful. One promising group died 
suddenly Vvithout apparent cause when a fresh batch of clover 
and soil was added to the cage. The absence of the writer for 
several raontha at a time on some occasions caused a loss of 
epecimens ihrough lack of care. Howerer, a younj; male hatched 
in the laboratory on ITovember 15, 193?, made normal growth 
based on comparisons wiih other young individuals caught 
in the field each year, and rT^parently was about half r^rown 
.vhen it disappeared from the cage about June 15, 1936, 
It had been observed only o few days before and its dis­
appearance was a mystery, as it could hardly have escaped, 
and no traces of its rernairiK were found in the cage. It had 
lived almo^^t exclusively on clover and grass, although on 
two or three occasions during the nearly four years it 
received small bits of meat. From this life history and 
froia many field observations the writer believes that this 
species requires six to seven years to attain full size, 
although becoming sexually mature ouch earlier. The young­
est female found -vith eggs was about three years old 
apparently. The many collections of young of two practically 
uniform sizes while excavating indicate rather definitely that 
the younf usually remain in the burrow v.ith the mother until 
the second sprin-;: after hatching before startinf; th&ir ov7n 
burrows. For example, the young hatching in the laboratory 
on Ilovember 15 were about one-half inch long on December 6, 
very tiny and pink v>'ith prominent black eyes. On the same 
date tiny pink ones of the same sisse were dug out of a burrow. 
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whlle two nr.nths earlier young onen measurin?:: about iV inches 
in length had been found, indicating- that they were hatched 
the previous winter. 
As to longevity, there is good reason to believe that this 
species lives ten years or longer. An adult female captured 
by the v riter on Aupjunt 18, lO"", and evidently not lesr; than 
six or seven years old at that time judging by her size, showed 
no indications of old age she escaped from her container 
in the laboratory in October, 1935. She had molted several 
times and regenerated a claw which was Missing when she -.vas 
captured. 
Control 
Karly efforts. Apparently the earliest control measure 
against this peat was ollecting them on rainy nights with 
lanterns or torches, A quicker method would liave been merely 
to kill them in the field by steppjing on them or striking with 
a stick,but since the planters paid for them at the rate of 
a barrel of flour for a barrel of crawfish, the negro tenants 
collected them in large quantities. Lobdell (191?^) describes 
such a collection; 
"About 21 negroes-~raen, women, and children, are strung 
in a line acrosn as many rows, every third person carr-'ing 
a lantern. As they walk along the crayfish are gathered 
into buckets and later poured into barrels at the turn 
road. The hands have been paid at the rate of 7'- to 10 
cents per hour and the total cost has been ;!?"-?,56 ffor 
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15 acres). There is now a food stand of cotton ano corn on 
the land ^ t it is from the fifth planting this spring." 
Hundreds of barrels of the pests were col'ected on yorne 
plants.'-ionB over period of a fe>v years, T'ixed with corn weal, 
ground and drietl, the crawfish riade a good food for poultry. 
Cultural measures have also been advocated by some jil-nters. 
Having cotton "barred off or on a high narrow rid^e in pre-
r:>aratioh for hoeing at the time of o. rain is thought by some 
to reciuoe the dama^^e greatly. Others believe that an infested 
field can be alraost freed of cra^vfish in three or four years 
by intensive cultivation during the early STiring and delaying 
the nlanting of a crop until in June. Cultivation undoubtedly 
gives les fa.vorable environment than in a meadow, but infest-
ntions 1 ,000 to 15,000 per acre have been observed on land 
that has been regularly cultivated for many years, ^he planters 
with the heaviest infestations and longest ex-nerience are ccn-
vinced that cultural measures will not greatly reduce ho damage 
in badly-iafestec fields. Sarly experiments by Lobdell '1 1") 
in attempting to roduce the v/ater level in infested fields by 
dynanitin;;, tiling, and the dii^'ving of v/ella proved unsuccess­
ful. 
The earliest record cf chemical tests are those reported 
by Fisher '1911) who found carbon bisulphide, chloride of lime, 
and calciusn carbide effective. He recorn^aended that killing by 
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mech^'-nlcal means on rainy nir':hts "be su-nplemented with carbon 
bisulphide a-oplied to the burrows by gquirting a fe>.' drops 
in each from a lon[--nozzle oil can, then closing the burrow 
v.ith the foot. Fie estimated the cost of the carbon bisulphide 
3,t one cent for 75 holes, or "*1 to -1.50 an acre, "he next 
year Lobdell reported testina calcium carbide, kerosene, 
sodiuK chloride, potassiuia cyanidf, carbon bisulphide, sulphur­
ic aci l, copper 3ulpha^;e, iron aulpliate, calciuin chloride a,nd 
forrialin. He found carbon bisulphide uniforuily effective at 
the rate of one teo.spoonful to the burrov;', with six dropn 
sufficient vher • the r ir space above the water was not too 
large. Potassium cyanide was also successfully u^ecl but was 
not recom' ended on account of the cost and danj'er in handling, 
Lobdell alpo mentions very briefly that promising results were 
secured with a miscible oil from coal tar, but there is no 
indication of further tests ^ith this material. 
Although carbon binulphide ras recommended by the 
J'isnisfip'i Agricultural Experiment Station for many year;-, it 
"'ap, not used to any extent by the plmters because of tlie cost 
and the difficulty of application. Probably the most \'fidely-
used checiical treatment was a cyanide pill made by the Kill-
Craw Company of '7esl Point, -'isoissirpi. This firm coinbined 
soaiurn or potassixan cyanide ".'ith common Fait, molded tlie mix­
ture in pellets and marketed them in frallon buckets at -JS.OO 
per gallon. The originator of the pellets is dead, but his 
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son, Hr, Frank rtrcaiK of "est "oint, still soil?; hetn although 
he is not pushing; the buRiness to p?ny extent. In tests by the 
writer the pellets have not been found practical ginoc they 
usually lodge in the burrow within a fer: inches of the o^^ening. 
Because of severe damage to crops in the spring of 103'?, 
planters from the crawfish-infested prairie counties appealed 
to }!is<^;issippi Rtai.e College for siore research on this probleia. 
The writer began the investigations in the fall of 193'"!, but 
on account of other collerre duties only a relatively small 
amount of time has been devote! to this project each year, 
Sumnary of poisoning tests. 
Procedure. It was recognized in the beginninj? as almost 
certain that any practical control would have to be applied to 
the burrows. A broadcast treatment which would lie on the 
ground until the crawfish came out and ate it was sug^-^ested 
by some of the planterr, but the obstacles to such a plan were 
at once a .parent as the same rain which would brin^: the craw­
fish from their burrows would wash away the poisoned bait, to 
say nothing of leaching out any soluble poison. A Bureau of 
Biological Survey investifjator, irr. Carlyle Carr, who was 
assiKned to this problem for a few weeks in 1936, failed to 
secure satisfactory results from a broadcast ai^plioation of 
cotton seed impregnated with bichloride of mercury, which he 
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had found effective in the laboratory. The teats conducted toy 
the writer irere confined to materials adapted to burrow appli­
cations. 
In nearly all the tests, involving several thousand speci­
mens, fully-groim feinales weir^hinf^ from 10 to 13 grams each weiB 
uned, as it was found that small specinens succumbed to a much 
grea-.er dilution of the poisons, '^hese were usually held in 
the laboratory for a fm days befor-^ tes-* ing as th heaviest 
nr-rtality in confinement generally occurred within two or 
three days after capture, npeciraens in captivity for a ra mth 
or raore 'Ithout food exhibited just as mch resistEinoe to 
noieons as when freshly cau;^ht, Test^n were made in 5-,'^.:allon 
stone jars, generally with only one specimen to the jar, al-
thoufjh recently tests have been made with as n;any as five to 
the jar, '•rea+npnts '~ere f;enerally replicated froni four to 
ten tines ?nd repeated whenever any uncertainty as to results 
e:!cisted. ?':any cases of survival froH lethal dosaf^es could 
be explained only on the basis of individual resistance. To 
facilitate the cora-outation of ''he mininum lethal dosager?, each 
jor \-rap. filled v/ith 1000 c.c. of water, iiihich, incidentally, 
was estimated as r^bout the average anount of water in cDch 
burrow, based oa raany excavations. Preliminary testr^ v/ere 
conducted with tap water at tenperatures varying from nbout 
70O to 78° F, The more effective materials were -iven further 
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tests at the lower temperatures occurring within the burrows. 
All materials showing promise in the laboratory were giren 
extensire tests in the field, measured J^mounts being applied 
to selected burrows which were marked and later excavated. 
The importance of these field tests was demonstrated when one 
of the most toxic materials in the laboratory failed to give 
control in the field. In addition, large scale demonstrations 
covering many acres were made of the more important materials 
in order that there night be no question as to the effective­
ness and practicability of the treatment. 
Effective natorials, ^'he materials listed below were 
found effective at the concentrations indicated; 
Materials Dilution 
Pyrethrum (liquid-23^ extractives^. ,1 250,000 
Pyrethrum (powder-0,9^ Pyrethrins). 125,000 
Comnercial creosote stock diDS 12,500 to 
X 50,000 
Coal lar Creosote 1— 30,000 
1.^,500 
Sodittm cyanide 12,500 
Turpentine 10,000 
10,'^00 
Cresylic acid 1— io,oon 
Miscible ^-jinc oil 5,000 
5,000 
TJicotine sulphate {^'0%) 5,000 
3,000 
Thiodyphenylamine (ph nothiazine).. 1— "^,000 
Calcium cyanamid — 1— ^!,000 
A brief explanation about some of the raore important 
materials nay be of int; rest: 
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Pyrethrum was very toxic in all laboratory teats, apparently 
causing a violent nervous shock which was usually indicated by 
the snapping off of the walking legs. It was a surprising 
disaprointment to find that it did not give satisfactory con­
trol in the field, about 50^ kill resultin^" usually. As the 
laboratory tests had been ?nade with tap water it was decided 
that the failure mi, lit be due to the lower temperature in the 
burrows. Accordinr^ly, a comparison of a lethal dosage on 
one series in tap water at 78° F, and another series in water 
maintained at 55® F. gave altnost lOQ^: mortality in the tap 
water \7ithin four hours, at which tine all those in the cold 
water were still alive. The lo?#er temperature in the burrows 
a-oparently enabled the crawfish to resisi, the effects of the 
I>5trethrujn until it was dissipated in the soil. 
Cororercial creosote stock dins varied in toxicity accord-
in^-j to the brands tested. They also vary greatly in price but 
the rrice is no index to the toxicity. These dips are miscible 
in water and are ready to use v/ithout further treatment except 
dilution. 
Goal tar creosote was used in the form of an emulsion 
consistin', of equal parts creosote, potash 'ish oil soap (40'f3), 
and water, which was diluted 100 limes for field use. Coal tar 
creosote varies so in its composition it was doubtful whether 
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it should be recommended. However, sampler from several sources, 
including creosote oil, gave practically the same recvrlts. This 
emulsion is disafjreeable to handle and requires constant oi^ita-
tion after dilution. 
• ur-pentine was used as an eraulsion mede by heatinf, together 
19 parts of turpentine and one part of a 10^: laundry soap 
solution, using a brush for aixin^;. This formed a stiff emul­
sion but was not always easy to make. For general ufse an 
eraulsion of ' parts turpentine and one part of' 10^; laundry soap 
solution (hot) -aras Piore desirable as it etaulsified readily, 
although it soon broke dovm. Vigorous shaking or stirring woulfj 
a.gain fons the emulsion. For field applications this was dil­
uted 50 tiEies. 
Orthodichlorobenzene weis one of the first materials found 
affective. It was emulsified by mixing 1 part of a potaah 
fish oil soap solution with IP parts orthodiclilorobenzene and 
stirring; vigorously fcr several minutes vrith a brush, ICiuulsiflr-
oation v/as almost instantaneous 7/hen it did occur, a thick white 
ermilsion resulting which v/ould rornain stable for several months 
usually. This was v ry effective in field tests when diluted 
50 tir.'iQS. 
cyanide was used at the rate of one ounce per gallon 
of water and this solution applied to the burrows at 30 to 50 
c.c. each. This method is much more effective than the cyanide 
pellets but on account of the danger in handling it with 
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ignorant, unskilled laborers this material is not recomraended 
in any fona. 
Ineffective materials. This list includes only materials 
tested by the writer and found ineffective. It does not 
include materials previously tested by others and found value-
lees. 
Oaleium chloride Picric acid 
Calciian oxide Potassium sulfo-carbonate 
Calcium cyanide Potassium chlorate 
Copper oxychloride Pyridine 
Derris esorcinol 
Lubricating oil emulsion Rotenone (pure) 
Mustard Sodium arsenite 
Paris green "hallium sulphate 
Some of the materials in this list mi ht be toxic to 
crawfish at c mcentrations which ^ ould be impracticable 
because of the cost. For example, Fisher (1911) reported 
that 1 pound of calcium chloride in 7: gallons of water was 
effective, but in this test it was considered ineffective be­
cause it had no effect on the specimens at any dilution and 
cost covroaxable witli other iijaterials. However, the rotenone-
containing )?iaterial9, picric acid, and the arsenicals apparent­
ly were ineffective at any concentration. Boaked cotton seed, 
rolled in Paris preen, ?/ere consuraed vd thout any noticeable 
effect. Calcim cyanide had been recoraviended by Ifetcalf and 
Flint fl9r>9) but tests of this naterial both as a powder and 
In aqueous solution gave very unsatisfactory results. Green 
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muatard was fed in quantities as rumors were abroad that it 
was poisonous to crawfish and had been used as a trap crop to 
rid gardens of them. They conatimed it ravenously with no 
harmful effect. 
Methods of application. 
The application of all treatments to the burrows in liquid 
form was found most practical. The equirxnent used depended 
upon the size of the area to be treated. In small yards or 
very small gardens, the solutions could be poured down the 
burrows viith a dipper or a watering pot with the cap removed. 
For scsuewhat larger areas, even several acres, a cortpressed 
air spray pump of three or four gallons capacity, such as is 
ordinarily used in gardens, with a solid stream nozzle on the 
curved end of a 3-foot extension rod, was found most practical. 
On large plantations the most satisfactory machine was a double-
acting force ptiiap mounted on a wa^jon, from which three leads of 
;^-foot hose on swinging booms were operated, (fi^^ires 6 and 
7 ), Four men or boys are required to operate this outfit 
which will treat from three to seven acres per day, depending 
upon the degree of the infestation. The sr>ray rods are made of 
five-sixteenths inch iron pipe, fitted 'with a hand shut-off 
valve at the base, I'he rods in the illustration are not 
equipped with nozzles but would E>;ive more economical operation 
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Fit^re 6, Foisoning jC. ha^ enianus evansi on a large planta­




The •;)lece of >;!achinery on the plot form in the 
middle of the wagon is an e.yitator, v/hich is 
unnecessary vdth sotae of the more readily raiecible 
materials. 
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If they used the inexpensive solid-stream nozzles advised 
for the compressed air ptmips, as some spray is lost from 
the open ends of the nipes. About 40 pounds pressure is 
nalntnined, which is sufficient to prevent the rods from 
clogging with the heavy clay as the tips are pushed through 
the soil to burrows that are sealed over, 
Recoiamendat ions. 
For swall gardens and yards il; v/ill be easiest to buy 
a bottle of one of the coiameroial creosote stock dips such 
as Parke-Davis Kreso Dip No. 1 or Kyso Disinfectant. A .juart 
will mcke 25 to 30 gallons of solution which should be 
applied at the rate of 1 to 2 ounces per burrow when the water 
is within n. few inches of the surface of the ground. After 
heavy rains at any time during the late winter or early 
sprin;;, conditions will usually be satisfactory for applying 
the poison. If the water in the burrow cannot be seen from 
the jjurface a heavier dosage is advisable. If these stock 
dips are no" available locally or one prefers to ,];o to a little 
trouble to make a  cheaper solution, one-fourth pound o f  
laundry soap may be diSBolved in a quart of hot water and 
mixed at once i/ith 2 quarts of turpentine. This stock emulsion 
should be diluted V7ith 50 parts of water and used immediately 
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a.B it has a tendency to hreak up In a :3hort time. It is 
applied at the same rate per burrow as the stocTc dips. Al­
though the creosote omulsion is more toxic than the turiaen-
tine, it is more disagreeable to make and the materials are 
not usually available in lural sectionr; of His'^issippi, hence 
it is not recomr.'.ended for arplication on a small scale, 
As previously indicated, a watering pot or compressed air 
sprayer will be found most practical for the small ynrd or 
ft-arden. 
For l.rge areas at least four materials are available 
at costs which nake them very practical :nd ec noraical, 
namely, turven'cine, coal tar creosote, orthodichlorobenzene, 
and the commercial creosote stock dips. The approximate cost 
of these naterials in large quantities at the shipping points 
on the be^sis of 100 gallons of diluted solution is as follows; 
Turpentine $0.53 
Orthodichlorobenzene. ,80 
Coal tar creosote 40 
Creosote stock dips., .28 to .60 
The most economical stock dip tested was sold by Thorapson-
liayy/ard Chemical ComT any of Nev; Orleans and known as "Creosote 
Dip Coefficient No. 3", On large-scale operations the purchase 
of this dip in 50-gallon drums v/ill m"ko the cost for rnatorial 
very lo?;. In testing sorue other materials, 31 gallons of the 
diluted solution effectively treated 4,688 burrows, or 
approximately 150 "burrows per gallon. For field use with 
the equipment shown in figures 6 and 7, this stoOit dip should 
be diluted 150 times and applied more liberally than in the 
example juRt given, or from 3 to 3 ounces per burrow, lilven 
treating only 50 burrowG per gallon, "S^he cost of material 
for an acre v;ith 10,00 ^ burrows would be only 56 cents, he 
home-made coal tar creosote emulsion, turpentine, and 
orthodichlorobenzene are not likely to be used as long as the 
stock dips are near their present prices. 
The double-acting force pump and attachments will cost 
about. 50.00 and y.'ill last almost indefinitely except for 
replacement of the hose occasionally, 'he labor cost need 
not be counted in most cases as it should be a satisfactory 
arrangement for the tenant to provide the labor where the 
landlord furnishes the materials, equipment and team, since 
both will profit from the eradication of the pests. On 
plantatioriB where labor is hired by the month or year, craw­
fish eradication can be conducted without any additional 
expense for lebor in most cases, takin^^ advantage of any 
occasion;', durin^: the late winter or early sprin;^ months when 
the 1' nd is too wet for the plow or when other tasks are not 
pressinp;, 
i!r. J, E, Evans of !!uldon, '^ississi pi, v/ho had a badly-
infested farm, has cooperated with the writer throughout these 
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investigations. He rigged uo ths apray equipment illustrated 
and also initiated the use of the coal tar creosote emulsion. 
He has treated several hundred acres, using some of the 
effective lijaterialn v/ith very successful results. Some of 
his land \yhioh was so badly infested v/o or three years ago 
he Would not have dared plmt it in cotton, produced li- bales 
of cotton per acre in 1936, Hr. Evens estimates that five 
successive annual a: tjHcations v/ill be required to eradicate 
crawfish on any extensive area, but this lonp: period is due 
to his use of saall negro boys for this work who are pro­
bably not as careful about locating all of the burrows as 
older operators. 
The small farmer with 15 to 35 acrea of infested fields 
probably will find it most economical to make his aT:>plications 
with compressed air sprayers unless he can rent one of the 
larger pumps. The stock dip may be bought in half barrels or 
smaller quantities, although he may find it more economical 
to pre];are the turpentine emulsion, depending upon local 
prices for this material. On such a farm the writer saw a 
perfect stand of cotton in 1935 on the area treated with 
turpentine while an untreated adjacent field was a total loss. 
Becaui-'c of the difficulty in locating all of the burrows 
in ueaclow or pasture lands, eradication is much more econoraicfi 
in cultivated fields. Therefore, when r.ieadows and pastures 
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are changed to cultivated crops they should be troken deeply 
in the fall and the surface disked sraooth so that burrows 
may be easily found and poisoned before the crop is planted. 
The control I'leasurea recomraended herein have been found 
very effective and inexpensive. They have been tested on a 
larpe scale and their practical application demonstrated. 
Their (general use through the northeast "'rairie section of 
r'isi^iasippi and ai'nilar Isuijis in Alabama should result in a 
grenter "n^^ mch wore profitable production of staple crops 
over thir^ area, he chief obstacle to their {general adoption 
is that much of the I nd belon{4:s to the Federal Lanci Bank, 
insurance cora-^anies and other absentee owners. However, these 
absentee owners may realize eventually that the only way to 
restore profitable production on these farms and create a 
demand for them is to eradicate the crawfish from them. 
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Plate I 
1, First abdominal leg, hagenlanus and its subspecies, 
aide view» 
2, " • " S.* blanding-il acutus. side view, 
3, " " " £,• ^ayi. side view, 
4 ,  "  "  " 0 .  clarkil. side view, 
5, " " " S* cookae. Tide view, 
6, " " • jg, eviotus. side view, 
7, •• " " £• versutus. "ide view, 
8, " * ' C, harnedi. side view, 
9, " " " £• mississirT'iensis. side view. 
10, " " " C. creaseri. aide view, 
11. " " "2' dio:cene8. C* diogenes ludovicianus. 




Med* sflK oreans of MisalBslppl orawflaliea 
Plate II 
1, Annulus ventralls of 0, hagcnianus and its subspecies, 
blandin.^^Ti acutus. 
S. " " "2. havi, 
, " " * C. clarkil. 
5. " « H £. coojcae. 
6. " " "0. eviotus. 
7. " " " versutua. 
8. " » « £. harnedi. 
shufeldtll. 
10. " " " nissiSGiT^fiensig. 
11, " " "  C .  dioKenea. 
1*?. " "  "  clior:ene3 ludovicianua. 
IS. " " " C., latimanus. 
14. " " " C. ar?. illicolc. 
15. « " " C. lobdelli. 
16. " " " clyreatus. 
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PLATE II 
female saac organa of Mlsslaelppl oiawfiahea 
Plate III 
1. Rostrum of hatrenlanus and Its subspeclee. 
2. N H blanclingil acutus. 
3. N M £. hayl. 
4. N U 2.' clarkii. 5. • H 0. ^ oolca^. 
6. n » G. (?victus. 
7, H H C. versutus, 
8. M fl C. he" rnedi. 
9. n II c. shnfeldtii. 
10. (1 II c. . :i9si8C':i-^ r^)icnsir>, 
11. H H Q. creaneri. 
13. II II c. dio. ;ene3. 
13. H II <?. die ^ cnes ludovicieLnus. 
14. H 11 0. latinanua. 
15. It H c. arscillicola. 
lu . It it lobdelli,. 
17. H tt 0. clypeauua. 
"Ua-
PLATE III 
Boatms of UlaslaBiy^ ovawf iahos 
Plate 17 
1. Antennal scale of £. haprenian^^. 
2. N n R c. iiEEenianus ovanai. 
'7. 
•- • m It 
If c. haf-enianus oarri. 
4. fl II c. harrenianus forestae. 
5. H It It p. blandin:-:ii acutus. 
6. II fi It c. Clarkii. 
7. tt tt p. cr^okaip. 
8. It (1 rt £. evictus. 
9. tt n M .Q. vcroutus. 
10. n It n c. harnecii. 
11. H i( -C. ?!huf clc'tii. 
12. II M II p. mis;sissii:r,iensis. 
13. N 11 H c. creaseri, 
14. n II II c. dioFenee. 
1' . tt H l« •p. riio; eneo ludovicianus 
16. M II II p.. latiriianus. 
17. H M H p,. arfcillicola. 
18. N it t) 0. lobdelli. 
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